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CHAPTER
TOPIC

methodology

AND

1

literature

REVIEW

introduction
humanity views development from many different perspectives

secular philosophies disagree concerning both the
religious theologies and secular1
1

nature of growth and the end toward which humanity should travel

however

in

general development implies a form of progress toward a

desired end

the desire to

help others improve themselves and their situation

surfaces and flourishes as one becomes aware of the indigent circumstances
of the poor throughout the world

when images of emaciated children

in

compacted filthy shantytowns invade the serene confines of the well fed
and the fortunate sympathy 2 with the poor awakens

if not

suppressed

strong feelings allow those with means to imagine the unfortunate plight of

the poor and to experience to some degree their pain and frustration

As

sympathy increases the strong can augment their desire to free humanity
throughout the thesis the term secular refers to western secular thought
and secularism from the united states in particular
in

in

general

he usage of the term sympathy in this thesis follows adam smiths definition
the
anew york oxford university press
jnew
adam smith the theory of moral sentiments new

1976
19761

lil3
lil
ih33
iha
ili

found

from the chains of poverty and from the impediments of personal growth

worldviews
views that differ
this thesis concentrates on world

in

their attempt to

propel humanity or the universe toward a better existence

specifically it

examines a total of six disparate perspectives and focuses them on the
dominican republic these views include those from the lds3 and the

catholic churches as well as perspectives of analytical scientists
conceptual theorists conceptual humanists and particular humanists

the diverse nature

4

of human opinion and experience frustrate the

possibility of a clean quick and universal cure for human suffering

the

problems of humanity vary widely and can be unique to time and space

however the entire gamut of adversity falls within two major realms of
human existence the spiritual and the physical

secular beliefs arising from human minds rather than descending from
divine will focus on enriching the physical world through improved

structures and more efficient distribution of items such as food and
catholic and

medicine

LDS world
worldviews
views

teaches humanity how to improve itself
the material world
interests

in

in a realm

beyond but not excluding

catholic and LDS denominations subsume secular

the physical well being of humanity including these interests

within a larger spiritual realm
3in
ainn this

however envision a god that

thesis

I1

will refer to

spiritual priorities include better relationships

the church

of

jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints as the

church

4the
athe
the four secular perspectives

will be explained in detail in

2

chapter 3

LDS

with god as well as other matters of faith testimony and morals
realities are vital keys that can unlock spiritual growth

can improve the temporal well

temporal

humanitarian efforts

being of the poor thus making avenues of

spiritual development more easily accessible
THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

the

Hi pahola
spanola
thirds of His
dominican republic occupies the eastern two
twothirds

the second largest island

in

the caribbean sea As a mixture of many races

revolving door
the dominicans have endured a long history of violence revolvingdoor

governments extreme poverty and governmental corruption

out of the

turmoil a few elite have risen to rule millions of impoverished dominicans

who are powerless to improve their situation
each of the six traditions have acted differently to improve the lot of the
dominican people
have flowed

in

millions of dollars and thousands of men and women

and out of the country in various efforts to alter the

infrastructure overthrow governments feed the people convert souls etc

these undertakings have yielded
a

mixed results and most dominicans remain

destitute but religious people

the catholic and analytical scientist traditions have dominated most
dominican history

of

non catholic christian denominations
however many noncatholic

including the LDS church have established an increasingly strong presence
in

the country

since 1978 the

71
close to 50000 people or 71.71

LOS
LDS

church has grown rapidly baptizing

of the population
3

in addition

secular

development efforts have begun to work beyond the paradigm of the
analytical scientist centering their efforts in humanity or in systems in
addition to concern over a few select variables

the

scientist55 tends to view progress analytically with
scientists
analytical Scientist

measurements grouping people and their characteristics into broad
categories such measurements have value and explain trends that are
readily observable over time

however group averages screen individual

peculiarities and local quirks

in addition

the analytical scientist views the

the other

human being as just another element or system in the universe

three secular traditions have reacted strongly against the various elements of
the impersonal detailed manner

in

which analytical scientists work

every notable secular measure
measure6
measured6 suggests that dominicans are less
developed than citizens of almost all but most african nations

catholics

day saints also believe that dominicans live temporally
latterday
and latter
undeveloped lives

however the catholic and

LDS

denominations claim that

the temporally poor may be spiritually rich even though temporal
opportunities often provide avenues for spiritual growth

in

these two

christian denominations the importance of spiritual growth ultimately
outweighs any temporal concerns
even though many scientists and social scientists profess religious

the analytical scientist perspective
these include

will be examined in more detail in

chapter 3

GNP literacy rate and other statistics which will be discussed later

4

beliefs their professional associations normally do not allow them to explain

phenomena

in

spiritual terms

leaders of the catholic and the

LDS

churches

claim that secular measurements and analysis bypass important spiritual

realities and assert that both god and a spiritual world exist beyond the
purview of modern science

millions of christians profess to have received

individual evidences witnessing the reality of another realm

despite the ultimate importance of the spirit catholics and latter
day
latterday
saints also believe that the temporal world

is important

therefore they

incorporate secular theories into religious practice as long as the theories do
not conflict with essential doctrines

in

summary religious denominations

gauge both spiritual and temporal growth whereas the secular world

concerns itself primarily with temporal phenomena

methodology
world views and how people within
this thesis explores each of the six worldviews
world views would view development
those worldviews
religious chapters

24

in

the dominican republic the

examine religious doctrine and break down the main

topic into three questions what is development

god instituted to further development

what general structure has

and how successful have

gods

human institutions been in promoting development

bottom up rather than from the top
secular philosophy begins from the bottomup
down so a god has not instituted a secular structure to further a particular
kind of development

thus chapter

3 begins at the bottom with CG
5

jungs

widely used secular model of psychological types and mitroff and

kilmanns extension to four scientific typologies

7

this thesis then details

each view of humanity and provides an example of each kind of science
along with related statements pertaining to each

republic
in

is

finally the dominican

examined through the lens of each typology

each of the next three chapters

world views
illustrate the worldviews

in

1I

rely on official sources to

the catholic and

LDS

churches essential

down to the individual
knowledge and structures emanate from the top
topdown
members

the doctrines

of each church proclaim that eternal laws exist and

god has called their particular church to transmit knowledge of the eternal
laws and essential procedures down to the rank and file therefore

documents written from higher sources generally have greater authority

the analytic scientist accepts

proven theories

that

is

the secular

world accepts human explanations of causal relationships that seem to
explain best the universal laws that scientists assume exist

if a

theory

explains more completely the behavior of observable phenomena than any

other theory then generally scientists accept it this thesis uses the most

accepted theories to describe the secular view of humanity and
development

83

analytical scientist secular perspectives do not
nonanalytical
however to the non
asee
7see
see ian
lan mitroff and ralph kilmann methodological approaches to social science san
jossey bass 1978
francisco josseybass

these include the

big bang theory the theory of evolution etc

6

necessarily subscribe to or honor proven theories

the theorists see

reality in holistic terms where detail and observation can play tricks and the

humanists emphasize the importance of humanity over impartial knowledge

to explore each
dominican republic

perspective as it relates to development in the
I1

rely on history books of which there are many

next section briefly describes the best sources
learning history through these sources

1I

I1

have found

the

in addition to

am also part of dominican history

spending two years as a LDS missionary during the formative years of the
LDS

church in the dominican republic

development
in

HISTORY AND

literature

REVIEW

latin america two major traditions have shaped development theory

catholic and the analytical scientist recently other traditions have entered

latin america

in

force and have introduced their own forms of development

catholic literature and councils before vatican
in

11
II

world view people develop as they obey christ and full
the catholic worldview

development is life with god

the catholic church grounds this perception

of development in the bible a collection of writings and witnesses of jesus

christ tradition forms the secondary tier of catholic theology

generally

non biblical catholic procedures and beliefs which the
tradition consists of nonbiblical

leadership has approved

the foundations

7

of tradition consists of

decrees99 and papal pronouncements
ecumenical council decrees

10

before the nineteenth century tradition normally addressed matters of
faith morals punishments and structures

however recent papal

statements have incorporated the temporal world more fully into catholic
theology

in 1891

pope leo

XIII

No varum
wrote rerum
berum novarum

which addressed

the physical welfare of the poor subsequent popes including pius

XI

pius

and john xxiii12 emphasized the importance of the temporal realm and

XII

the churchs responsibility to seek out the poor
bishops met in vatican

II
11

1965 catholic
from 1962
19621965

to formalize these concerns into policy

subsequent councils of latin american bishops

CELAM met

at medellin

13
republic13
columbia puebla mexico and santo domingo dominican Republic
to

interpret the policies of vatican

II
11

for latin america

gali
gall
OAII
ail
all the decrees of the officially recognized ecumenical councils are found in norman P
degress of the ecumenical councils norman P tanner
tanners two volume work entitled decrees
SJ ed decrees of the ecumenical councils washington DC georgetown university

press 1990

carton
recent important papal pronouncements are found in carlon
carlen ihms six volume work
carien
padal
papal encyclicals no place mentioned A consortium book mcgrath 1981
carlen ihm the paipal
poge
pope leo
pope leo XIII encyclical letter of our holy father bv
by divine providence pode
on the condition of la
labon
or philadelphia hardy and mahony 1891
labor

plus

12pius
pius XI pius XII and

john

Mag istra respectively
magistral
mater et magistra
novarum
No
varum

quadragesima anno qufntegesmo
quadragesimo
quintegesimo anno and
wrote ouadragesimo
each document was issued on an anniversary of berum

XXIII

JCELAM met first in rio de janeiro brazil
of latin american bishops CELAM
hbl
rhi
fri
medellfri
th puebla and santo domingo were the second third and fourth
medellth
conferences at Medell
major meetings of latin american bishops
13

XIII

the council

8

the

IDS literature

the church

day saints teaches that spiritual
latterday
of jesus christ of latter

development transforms people to become more like god

in addition to

the

bible three other canonical books form the basis of the mormon view of

development

the book of

mormon

another testament of christ the pearl

of great price and the doctrine and covenants

official statements of the

first presidency also define the development process that leads people to
become more like god

the church has emphasized that all temporal matters are a subset
spiritual realm

of the

full progress includes living in a society where politics

economics and all other human fields merge under the umbrella of LDS
doctrine
modernization dependency
and liberation theology

secular theories
following world war

11
II

modernization theory became the first paradigm

under which the united states hoped to help foreign countries
modernization theory asserted that societies evolved monotonically ever
progressing toward the perfect ideal according to walt rostow
underdeveloped nations needed infusions of capital

sufficient capital would

launch a nation from the takeoff
take off point and lead that nation unavoidably

through stages of increased development to modernity
14

see walt rostow the stages of economic growth

cambridge university press 1961

9

A non

14

under the theory

communist manifesto

of modernization GNP became the most important indicator of progress

within the modernization mind
mindret
mindset
set the united states government and
large scale projects such as dam building
other organizations initiated largescale
believing that the benefits of massive projects would trickle down to the

poor

patricia adams and lawrence solomon5
solomon15
solomona
Solomon155 describe many of the

disastrous results of these projects including the displacement of thousands
of people from their homes and ways of life

in addition

some large

corporations seemed to gain excessive profits through the labors of the
penny lernoux detailed numerous business exploitations that severely

poor

affected local peoples in latin america

18

stories under the theory of modernization

undoubtably there were success
however latin americans began

to feel exploited and developed a new theory
in

UN
uin economic commission for latin america under the lead
1960 the LIN

prebisch
Pr
of raul priebisch
ebisch formulated dependency theory

dependency incorporated

some of marxist ideology including the concepts of warfare between the rich
and the poor

but dependency theory described the world as a clash

between rich and poor nations whereas marxism described a battle between
capital and labor

17

patricia adams and lawrence solomon in the name of progress
Pro aress
development toronto energy probe research foundation 1985
15

the underside

of foreign

penny lernoux cry of the people the struggle for human rights in latin america
catholic church in conflict with US policy new york penguin books 1982

the

dependency and
see alvin so social change and development modernization dependgricy

world system theories london sage publication 1990 91

10

under dependency theory rich nations exploited poor nations through
infusions of capital

foreign companies extracted natural resources and

returned little to the country

Dependent
dependentistas
istas believed that countries must

develop their own infrastructure and restrict the flight of capital

rather than

paying foreign countries hefty prices for products made with their own raw

goods poor countries would make their own products import substitution
18

in

latin america liberation theology followed the rise of the dependency

theory and advocated liberating the poor from their misery

catholic clergy

began to divide themselves into two camps either defending or rejecting the
more liberal parts of liberation theology

progressive literature such as

ponter
porter
reporter
articles in the national catholic Rp
dorter praise clerical action that protests

governmental abuse and scorns traditional catholics who believe that the

catholic clergy should maintain their traditional roles traditionalist writings
normally consist of official documents or publications such as the 1994

catholic almanac

19

these state

a general need to help the poor but

normally refrain from criticizing anyone in particular

popular2020 catholic
liberation theology has explored the role of the popular

16jan
jan knippers black development in
West
view press 1991 27
28
westview
2728

practige
practice
practise
theory and Prac
tige
tice bridging the gap boulder

he catholic church publishes a yearly almanac the most recent in 1994 felician A
rhe
foy ed 1994 catholic almanac huntington indiana our sunday publishing division our
sunday visitor inc 1994
20the
the popular church refers to the church of the people that operates outside the strict
guidelines of the catholic church in many cases catholic and african or indian traditions

11

church in development

most latin americans are catholic but rarely attend

mass the popular church consists of the practices and beliefs of those who
do not follow orthodox church doctrine

luis segundo

21

juan carlos scannone
Sc annone and juan
scandone

represent two polar views

in liberation

scannone
annone
Sc
scandone

theology

believes popular religion will aid in development while segundo believes that
popular religion is really negligible in the process of socio
economic
socioeconomic
transformation
the church would be better off concentrating its
energy on the formation of elite groups
who will spearhead the
struggle for liberation 22

secular advancements technology and new measurements
in

the 1960s and 1970s scientists began to merge technology and

development

the

pioneer of these efforts norman borlaug won a nobel

prize in part for increasing crop yields by introducing new strains of plants
still under the modernization framework development officials felt new

technology ensured progress
higher crop yields

now techniques have yielded
for example new

but technology has also created problems

for example

many poor farmers received equipment that changed the way they farmed

after the equipment broke down they were unable to purchase new parts
and could not effectively return to the old methods of production

short term yields increased

in

the

for the long term the poor lost the ability to

have joined to form unique beliefs
21

candelaria popular religion and liberation the dilemma of liberation
theology albany state university of new york press 1990 ch 23
2.3
23
michael

22
2211

ibid

R

101

12

feed themselves
in

1973 US congressional legislation proposed to shift focus from

large projects and sophisticated technology to helping the poor meet their

basic needs

23

large scale projects still dominated efforts for
however largescale

the next few years
beginning in the mid

1970s development efforts began to concentrate

more on equity rather than growth

in

1979 david morris developed a new

POLI
poll which combined literacy rate infant mortality and life
measurement PQLI

expectancy into one measure describing the social welfare of a group of
people

curve24 graphically illustrates income
another measure the lorenz curve

inequity

As experts created new measures more and more people

considered GNP an inadequate measure of development
in

the 1970s other theories including

IPE

according to jan knippers black

IPE

popular

and world systems became
or international political

economy seeks to explain variation in class strength and behavior through
comparative studies of agrarian productions systems industrial
infrastructure timing of development and position in the world political
economy

25

in world

systems theory immanuel wallerstein segments the

23

for more on recent basic needs philosophy see gerhard schaefer ed basic human
needs an interdisciplinary and international view new york peter law 1992
24

the lorenz curve

graphically measures illustrates income distribution and bulges out as
distribution is less equitable
26

international political economy constitutes a middle ground between modernization and
dependency theories see black 2930

13

world economy into financial core semi peripheral and peripheral classes

each core
periphery

is a financial group or

each periphery

in

lives from such a center core

industry which exploits the people

turn becomes a smaller core

in

the

the farther

one

down of its wealth
the slower the trickle
trickledown

despite these theories development officials

in

26

general sought smaller

scale projects that would directly improve the lot of the poor
in

the 1980s and 1990s many experts began to critically examine what

actually happens as a result of development efforts

chambers2727 and
robert Chambers

2
black28
jan knippers black
described how paradoxes politics and self

aggrandizement plagued many development efforts

foreign experts would

not listen to the local people and worked to accomplish a set agenda

many

poor 29 while driving the destitute
projects have actually enriched the elite poor29

down into deeper poverty

recent theory
in

1987 the world commission on environment and development the

20

20black
black 29 42

lam
robert chambers rural development putting the lag
last first new york john wiley
and sons inc 1983
27

28biack
black

robert chambers uses the terms elite poor and very poor to distinguish between
the powerful landed peasants and those who have virtually nothing

14

30
accepted a new paradigm under which to work
commission
brundtland commissions

sustainable development

simply stated sustainable development is

development that lasts those who subscribe to the theory of sustainable
development believe that previous theories ignored the environment and
other concerns while concentrating on economics

within the sustainable

development framework environmental degradation undermines lasting
development

sandra postel sought new measurements that would consider both the
economy and the environment

in

recent years business has used present

value analysis as the basis of evaluating cash flows

present value analysis

assumes that present cash flows are more valuable than future flows since
term future devastation and depletion
environmental concerns are long
longterm
discounted to the present do not significantly effect the bottom line

suggested using measures such as ISEW

31

postel

which considers air and water

pollution cropland and wetland losses and other forms of environmental

damage

today as always there

is

disagreement

in

secular development theory

however emphasis seems to center on environmental preservation small
3othe
bothe
the world commission of environment and development the brundtland commission
believe that the idea of sustaining the earth has proved a powerful metaphor in raising
public awareness and focusing on the need for better environmental stewardship world
development 1992 development and uhe
Oxford university press
men Oxford
environment
oxford0xford
oxfordoxford
environmen
the Environ
1992 8
19928
31

ISEW combines a complex mixture of environmental and social indicators including
resource depletion and human consumption the usefulness of ISEW is discussed in
chapter 3

15

scale projects focused directly on the poor and involving the local people

in

development policy creation and implementation
dominican history

the catholic clergy wrote most

of the primary sources of early

omd de las casas wrote
bartoi
dominican history Bartol
bartolome

indies

32

the devastation

of the

later

describing the cruelty displayed by the original colonists

in

the colonial period alvarez abreu and other clergymen wrote concerning the
conditions of hospitals schools and churches among other things

jan knippers black lan
ian

be1134
bell34

33

and others have summarized catholic and

other primary documents and written histories on the dominican republic

these usually dedicate most of the pages for secular concerns and
catholic involvement

minimize

cinco siglos de la iglesia dominicana and la primada

353
colonia35
la
en
los
de
de ameriga
america
dias
colonia 35

fill

the gap and contain various secular

and religious data collected throughout the history of the island

the

church entered the dominican republic

in

been written concerning the churchs activities there

I1

LDS

32

bartolome de las casas the devastation of the
thl indies
briffault baltimore johns hopkins university press 1993

1978 very little has
lived there nearly

A brief Ac
account
gount

tr herma

Compend iosa
compgndiosa
pantaledn
pantale6n
pantalean
isia de
losa noticia
noricia de la isla
edn alvarez de abreu sent compendiosa
don domingo Pantal
josd luis saez SJ cinco bialos
siolos
sialos de iglesia dominicana
santo domingo to spain in 1740 jose
editors amigo del hogar 1987 63
santo domingo editora
13
33

view press 1981
ian
ian bell the dominican republic boulder West
lan
westview
34

36

36antonio
dfas de la colonia
antonio camilo gonzalez pbro
abro la primada de america en los afas
Latino americano 1987
bogota consejo episcopal latinoamericano
b6gota

16

two years as a missionary and rely heavily on my own experiences and
knowledge in this thesis

in addition

have spoken to other missionaries

I1

mission presidents and the director over latin america of the LDS

department of welfare and humanitarian services
dedicatory prayer offered by russell

I1

also have access to the

ballard in 1981 and a brief two page

M

summary of dominican church activity written by bruce van orden

36

finally the LDS church produces an almanac every one or two years which
lists statistics relative to all countries including the dominican republic

people from each of the six perspective claim to provide better avenues
of opportunity toward development
or more developed differently

however each tradition views better

programs and policies normally designed to

align with an organizations view of development

also differ among

traditions

the

37
literature37
frequently ridicules previous development
most recent literature

efforts emphasizing the negatives rather than the positives while many
points proposed within the literature are valid it is always important to
remember that those in the present possesses hindsight surely future

societies will disparage many of the modern techniques now used

38

bruce A van orden

caribbean region

272

an unpublished copy in my possession 269-

31

see adams

&

solomon and chambers

17

conclusion
this thesis

will explore six worldviews
world views

these include perspectives of the

LDS and

two religious and four secular
catholic church as well as four

perspectives described by mitroff and killmans extension of CG
psychological types

through each perspective this thesis

development in the dominican republic

the thesis

will

jungs

will examine

then conclude with

chapter 5 which suggests policies and attitude changes that should be
implemented in the near future

18

CHAPTER TWO
DOCTRINE AND development POLICY THE CATHOLIC perspective
ON development IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

introduction
traditional roman catholic theology proclaims a simply phrased yet
transcendent end to human development sharing life with deity since life
with god is the end of the development process catholics have sought to

understand god

in

this life so that they may be better prepared for the life to

come
in

AD 425 the council of nicea defined the catholic perception of

god38 three perfect persons with three interrelated purposes and yet one
god
311

being with one essence

by tradition the credal
bredal definition is a fragmentary

38the
he catholic church recognizes the council of nicea as the first ecumenical council of
bishops the creed is as follows I believe in one god the father almighty maker of
heaven and earth and of all things visible and invisible and in one lord jesus christ the
only begotten son of god begotten of his father before all ages light of light very god of
very god begotten not made consubstantial with the father by whom all things were
made who for all men and for our salvation came down from heaven and was incarnate by
the holy ghost of the virgin mary and was made man and was crucified also for us under
pontius pilate he suffered and was buried and the third day he arose again according to
the scriptures and ascended into heaven and sitteth on the right hand of the father and
he shall come again with glory to judge both the quick and the dead whose kingdom shall
have no end
proceedeth
edeth from the
and I believe in the holy ghost the lord and giver of life who proce
father who with the father and son together is worshiped and glorified and who spoke by
1

1

the prophets
believe in one holy catholic and apostolic church I acknowledge one baptism for the
remission of sins I look for the resurrection of the dead and for the life of the ages to
come see leo rosten religions of america new york simon & schuster 1975 117
1I

1

1
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perception of god because the human race is incapable of comprehending

gods

true nature

to
to god

catholics the church exists as the vehicle to transport human beings

thus

all

structures within the church should promote human

development toward deity

for over one thousand years however catholics did not realize that the
americas existed

church structures while strengthening europeans did

not benefit the unknown western hemisphere in any way thus when

owners and other colonists
spanish catholic conquistadors clergy land
landowners
mingled with the indigenous americans they considered the natives inferior

for believing in different and inferior theologies to catholicism

catholics

believed that it was their duty to duplicate and transfer catholic doctrine and
Hi pahola
spanola and latin america
local structures to His

the church

Hi s
panola
on His
pahola

has grown since and now permeates the lives of virtually every dominican

this chapter

will develop

answers to three questions concerning the

church development and the dominican republic
world view what is development
worldview

first within the catholic

secondly what general structures does

the catholic church believe god has organized to further development

lastly how has the world catholic leadership promoted development

in

the

dominican republic and have these efforts been successful

today

a debate rages within the dominican catholic church over the

effectiveness and fairness of catholic policies

20

the debate

has evolved from

differences of opinion over recent papal pronouncements and threatens to
undermine development efforts

liberals believe that church leaders should

promote social change traditionalists feel that church leaders should

concentrate on more spiritual matters the church now stares at a
theological crossroads from two distinct angles
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH AND

development

life with the trinity
goallife
the goal
millions of people believe that a man named

gospel or good news

jesus christ preached a

many believe further that christs gospel

encapsulated a message of love that can improve peoples lives under this
conceptual framework christ was a great teacherphilosopher
teacher philosopher who died but
his message has resonated strongly in the lives of millions of people after
him

the catholic

church proclaims that christ was more than a man and his

message contained more than a sermon on love

jesus christ was the son

of god wholly man and wholly god and came as god to reveal himself to
humankind

the new testament contains accounts of christs

and teachings

in addition

mortal life

the new testament testifies that christ died on

the cross but on the third day was resurrected physically

in

adult form

after sojourning on earth among various groups of people he ascended into
heaven to the right hand of his father

21

according to the catholic church the nicene creed solidified the belief

that christ

is but one of

three persons that constitute the godhead or the

trinity of the father son and holy ghost the creed explained also that
39
essence39
as one god
the father son and holy ghost together are of one essence

and the most superior being in the universe

As the core of tradition the

nicene creed forms the basis of the catholic view of deity god

is

perfect

omnipotent and omniscient and exists as the only such being in the
universe

the

rational mind cannot comprehend deity

greatest of

catholics consider god the

all mysteries and ultimately unfathomable

to any human being

but as a perfect being god wants the human race to live in the heavenly
city with god

therefore god commands men and women to prepare now

for eternal life

process the
the processthe

plan of salvation

revelation of god
selfrevelation
christ the self

to
journey

make a future meeting with deity possible and to facilitate the
in

this life god sent his son jesus christ to the earth

wholly god and wholly man

the nicene creed

christ

is

proclaims that he is wholly

god because he and the father are of the same essence

he

is

the word or

39the
homoousious to god homoousius
homoousious denotes of
the council attributed the greek term homoousius
encvc goedia
qoedia
homoousious by JM
the same kind of stuff as new catholic
Cal holic encyclopedia
noedia sv homoousius
cai

carmody
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yet he

active force of the father

is wholly man

because he took upon

himself flesh so that he could reveal god to humankind

the catholic church
son as recorded uniquely

maintains that god wholly revealed himself in the
in

the new testament

apostles as special eyewitnesses of his earth life
will

that

is

christ and his

revealed all of god that

ensuing catholic tradition serves to

ever be revealed to this world

clarify the revelation

the church
unfortunately human beings are unprepared and are unable to receive

christ catholics maintain that to prepare humankind christ organized a
church and left it in its nascent state and the church has flourished ever
since ever striving to become more perfect
both a human and divine nature
unchangeable

the

the

the church

is

seen as having

divine part remains forever

human part a modifiable entity adapts and improves

eventually emerging as a bride prepared to share a life with christ

the church

and its membership strive for a more lucid understanding of

the self revelation of god

in

christ that

is

the church and the individual

members are on a quest to expand their understanding of god who is the
entire substance of revelation

those who participate

more divinized or more fully developed

23

in

this quest become

the

the catholic

plan

church believes that deity through the bible papal

documents and decrees of the ecumenical councils has proclaimed the
parameters and constraints under which one can develop just as the
church unfolds gradually so does knowledge of

gods

plan a plan that

emanates from heaven
catholics do not understand the kingdom where god dwells time and
space are not relevant there

thus the church claims that before the

human creation god alone existed in an unfathomable realm
beginning

god created the earth humans and

all

at the

nihiko
nihild
that we know ex nihilo

or from nothing

the
that role

human race performs a cardinal role in
in

gods

two realms the spiritual and the physical

make up the human being

the

creation and enacts

the soul

and the body

soul consisting of spiritual substance is

immortal while the body consisting of matter is corruptible

due to the impurity and mediocrity of men and women there
or partition between god and his creations

is a void

however the merciful god has

formulated a plan by which he has disclosed the route that men and women
may voyage to breach the infinite gap and return to his presence

three barriers to development

gods

plan describes the methods by which the human race may

overcome the three major barriers that thwart development original sin

24

personal sin and death

according to the catholic church adam and eve

whether literal beings or fictitious initiated the barriers
rejection of god

adams

their descendants off

and

in

their initial

eves actions cast both themselves and

gods pathway

in

all

the quote below adam represents

both adam and eve as is often the case with official documents

adam when he acted against gods command in paradise
immediately lost that holiness and justice in which he had been
was
created and because of the sin of such a transgression
if anyone declares that
changed in body and soul for the worse
the sin of adam damaged him alone and not his descendants and that
holiness and justice received from god which he lost he lost for
himself alone and not for us or that while he was stained by the sin
of disobedience he transmitted only death and bodily pains to the
whole human race but not that sin which is the death of the soul let
him be an anathema 40
As a consequence of adam and
impurity and burdened by evil

eves actions

all people

in order to attain the desired

are ensnared

state

in

in

the

propinquity or vicinity of god humans must bypass circumvent or destroy

the obstacles that thwart progress

however

in

their weakness human

beings cannot confront and overcome the barriers by themselves

to reinstate the

gods pathway

human race along

of all obstacles the father sent the son

and clear the pathway

jesus christ according to the

second council of constantinople
nativi ties that which is before all ages from
of god has two nativities
the father outside time and without a body and secondly that
nativity of these latter days when the word of god came down from

the word

40
tannen

tanner ed decrees of the ecumenical councils washington georgetown university
press 1990 666
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the heavens and was made flesh

the fourth

41

council of constantinople stated

we also confess that the unique word of god became incarnate and
was made like us for our sake for it was not an angel or an envoy but
the lord himself who came and saved us and was made emmanuel
with us 42

christ has provided the means to surmount each obstacle for this
provision he is named savior

As explained in the following sections

catholics believe that only through christ can sin and death be destroyed

no one can circumvent his name and hope to

live with

god

original sin

catholicism teaches that all are born under original sin and through

christ

all may be

extricated from its bands

for just as men and women would not actually be born unjust if they
born from the seed of adam since by that descent
were not bred and bom
they incur through him their own state of injustice while they are
being conceived so if not reborn in christ they would never be
43

justified
in

order to remove original sin all must in a sense participate in

christs sacrifice therefore just as christ died on the cross and rose
the third day

all

must symbolically die and be born again through the

sacrament of baptism the council of trent teaches that baptism

41

ibid

114

42

ibid

161

43

ibid

672

up on
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is

the

means by which the burden is lifted

anyone says that the guilt of original sin is not remitted through the
grace of our lord jesus christ which is given in baptism or even
asserts that all which pertains to the true essence of sin is not
44
an
let
be
him
removed
anathema
if

baptism justifies sinful people or removes the punishment of original
sin placing cleansed sinners in a state of grace

thus baptism

people can commune with christ

once
is

in a

state of grace

the first major step

in

the development process for without it spiritual growth is blocked

the sacrament

of confirmation follows baptism and is traditionally the

sacrament of christian maturity

45

confirmation normally occurs after

baptized members are old enough to acknowledge acceptance of the church

with the sacrament of confirmation they are bound more completely
to the church they are enriched by a special strength of the holy
spirit and in this way are under more pressing obligation to spread
4e
the faith by word and deed as true witnesses of christ 4ae
sin and penance

after baptism and confirmation a second obstacle looms blocking
eternal happiness

though original sin has been destroyed the tendency to

sin remains and the renewed will sin again

for

in

this mortal life men and

women however holy and just will sometimes fall into sin at least light and

44

ibid

667

4rhellwig
hellwig understanding catholicism new york paulist press 1981

tannen
tanner 857
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147

every day sins which are also called venial

the catholic church

47

divides sin into two categories venial or light sins

as mentioned above and mortal or grave sins venial sins include omission
of prayers and other light misdeeds

these sins need to be remitted

eventually but do not remove the individual from a state of grace
mortal sin on the other hand is much more serious and removes the
individual from a state of grace

murder

in

such egregiousness includes adultery and

the past other sins such as missing mass also were considered

mortal sins

upon commission of sin people fall under a judgment which remains
until repentance is complete and god has destroyed the sin

these constant

judgments occur throughout life and bundled together constitute continual
jud
gement
judgement

411
48

the grace of justification which they
had received can again be justified when at gods prompting they
have made the effort through the sacrament of penance to recover by
the merit of christ the grace which was lost for this kind of
justification is a restoration of the fallen which the holy fathers
suitably call a second plank for the grace shattered in a storm 49

those who

fall away by sin from

the sacrament

of penance can bring sinners back from the storm to

grace and consists of three parts contrition confession and absolution
contrition is a grief and detestation of mind at the sin committed together
47

ibid
bid
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new catholic encyclopedia
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judgement
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with the resolution not to sin in the future

50

after contrition the sinner confesses the sin to a priest who then

this

prescribes penance to the confessor
prayerful acts that

certain number of prayers or

one must perform to signify genuine sorrow

resolution to do better

and

is a

51

after prescribing penance the priest absolves the individual absolution
remits sins or in other words frees one from the guilt of sin and eternal

punishment

upon being absolved one returns to a state of grace provided

he or she performed penance with humility and sincerity

52
12

death
christ also vanquished death the third obstacle

all

must face

traditionally when someone was dying he or she could receive the

sacrament of extreme unction according to the council of trent
reality is the grace of the holy spirit whose anointing takes away
sins if there are any still to be expiated and the remains of sin and
comforts and strengthens the soul of the sick person by arousing in
53
him great trust in the divine mercy

the

in

recent years the sacrament of extreme unction has become the

sacrament of anointing of the sick and may be performed also on persons

bid 705

501
501bid
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652
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who are not terminally

ill

upon death human beings lose their physical body

however the

father accepted the flawlessness of christs offering and thus christ
vanquished death

christs victory extends to

all signifying

that

all will be

resurrected

life on earth
mass and the eucharist
according to catholic theology all human lives should center around the
eucharist however without penance the individual cannot wholly
participate

in

the mass and the eucharistic sacrifice thus sinners must first

cleanse themselves and then participate

in

the mass

catholic doctrine

states that christ instituted the first mass at the last supper the council
of

trent explains that the mass

identical to

is an extension of

christs sacrifice and

christs sacrifice on the cross except that

is

it is bloodless and

sheds mercy on participant sinners
in this divine sacrifice which is performed in the mass the very same
christ is contained and offered in bloodless manner who made a
bloody sacrifice of himself once for all on the cross hence the holy
council teaches that this is a truly propitiatory sacrifice and brings it

about that if we approach god with sincere hearts and upright faith
and with awe and reverence we receive mercy and find grace to help
in time of need for the lord is appeased by this offering he gives
the gracious gift of repentance he absolves even enormous offences
54
added54
italics added
and sins

64

ibid
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the sacrament

of the eucharist is the nucleus of the mass55

the eucharist is the centre

and summit of the whole of sacramental
life through which each christian receives the saving power of the
redemption beginning with the mystery of baptism in which we are
buried into the death of christ in order to become sharers in his
resurrection 56

thus according to catholic doctrine baptism makes development
possible destroying original sin and placing sinners into a state of grace in

the eucharist performed during the mass sinners share christs life more
fully
in summing up

the writings of vatican

II
11

on the mass father donald

nicks states
hendricks
hend ricks

hence the mass is understood to be 1 a sacrifice in which the
sacrifice of the lord is perpetuated 2 a memorial of the death and
resurrection of the lord 3 a sacred banquet in which the
congregation the people of god receive the body and blood of christ
under the sacramental signs of consecrated bread and water 57

66

addition to the sacrament of the eucharist the mass includes other elements
usually the mass consists of four parts the introductory rite the liturgy of the word
the liturgy of the eucharist and the dismissal rite the entire mass is a sacrificial offering
in which the congregation shares in christs death and resurrection
liturgics each liturgy involves a consecration and
the two primary sections are the liturgies
communion in the liturgy of the word for example the priest reads scripture then in
what is termed a homily the priest unfolds
unfoldts for those who are present the meaning of
the reading which has just taken place in the eucharistic liturgy the priest performs the
eucharistic prayer through which the bread and wine are consecrated according to catholic
theology christ actually becomes present in a mysterious way the priesthood or lay
ministers then impart the tokens to the congregation hellwig 103
in

661hm
ihm
67

5265

rosten 46
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A

christian life
mass becomes a true sacrifice only after catholics pattern their lives

the

after christs perfect example christ forged the passageway for all
humankind and lighted the way through his life death and resurrection
following

in

christs example catholics enlarge their understanding of the

mysteries of god and share more fully a life with christ through baptism the

eucharist and lifes journey

laws of faith and morals constrain the pathway to god according to
catholic theology the complete set of laws is or will be found only
catholic church

obedience generates spiritual growth which

utmost importance

is

in

the

of the

an unwise person seeks wealth physical prowess

fame or even food at the expense of the spirit

the church

hierarchy is responsible for teaching moral laws

god

through one of the church hierarchy describes the framework of our

existence and the laws that govern it and we work within the framework
order to understand the laws any attempts to work outside the system

god has established

is foolish

supernatural truths whose existence cannot be known without
revelation by god and whose intrinsic truth while not contrary to
reason can never wholly be understood even after revelation 58
by obeying moral laws catholics seek to understand revelation more
plainly

As catholics will never completely understand the more sublime

foy 318

32

in

mysteries they must walk by faith

the quest to share

long complex and not completely comprehended

a life with christ is

that men

tt
it is imperative

and women search for mysteries through christ so that they may escape

eternal punishment and live with god

those who

sin and reject

gods

invitation of mercy frustrate their own happiness and cloud their minds to

the mysteries of god
life after death

gods

before death all either have accepted

grace and have had their

sins remitted have accepted god but have retained venial sins or have
rejected god and remain

in

each group is consigned to a state or

mortal sin

gement based on the above criteria
place due to a particular jud
judgement

only the

soul travels to this location and the nature of this spiritual realm is not

understood

69
59

according to catholic doctrine god angels and the saints reside

in

heaven and the righteous will join them there A temporary abode
purgatory will provide those burdened with venial sin an opportunity to shed
both the sin and the desire to commit sin distant from god hell claims

those who rejected god and have died

at the end

of time

in mortal sin

christs return

will mark

the resurrection of the entire human race
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egnew
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in

the end of purgatory and
resurrection reunites souls
theology

by J

H
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to the same bodies people had on earth according to the catholic
encyclopedia these new bodies are different though in glory specifically
splendor agility subtlety and impassibility splendor signifies that the body
is beautiful

agility means that the body can move without impairment

subtlety refers to the perfect union of soul and body

in

which the body is

subject completely to the souls will and an impassible body is impervious
to outside forces

681

in

the end each resurrected soul will go to the heavenly

city to share a life with god forever or go to hell to remain forever absent
from

gods presence
plan of salvation
conclusionplan
conclusion pian

for many centuries catholics believed that the physical body was
relatively unimportant

all will receive a new glorious body
ail
atl

regardless of anything done in this life

in

the future

people should concentrate their

efforts on the soul or spirit that it may become fully developed and in a
future life share a life with god

therefore effective development efforts must center

in

christ such

efforts bear no fruit without the sacraments of baptism confirmation

penance and the eucharist all of which the proper catholic authority must
perform
in

61

recent history the church has focused increasingly on the physical

new catholic encyclopedia

sv
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the most important goals

welfare of the poor

remain spiritual but the

church now views temporal concerns as a subset of the spiritual realm
rather than realities that are generally independent of

gods

eternal plan

statements
enigi on development
recent churchwide
Church wide Statem
churchwise
rerurn
rerum
derum novarum
before the late nineteenth century church authorities and councils
officially addressed matters of faith morals and punishments

due to the

overriding concern for spiritual welfare the church largely ignored the
physical plight of the poor

however during the industrial revolution many moved from rural to
urban areas in search of factory jobs
could pay inordinately low wages

due to excess labor owners of capital

in most

circumstances the wages were

so low that labor was destitute despite employment
in 1891 pope

leo

document of its kind

XIII

leo

No varum the first catholic
issued rerum
berum novarum
XIII

stated that

all human

beings have the right to

wage earner
wages that were enough to support the wageearner
standard well above the extant state of wretchedness

in a

reasonable way a

however the pope

maintained that massive accumulation of wealth is not the purpose of work

riches do not necessarily produce salvation and poverty

35

is a sign of

the

62

if we suffer with him we shall also reign with him

church

the
thus
thusthe
thustle

desire for material gain at the expense of the soul is myopic

what advantage can

to a working man to obtain by means of a
well being if he endanger his soul for lack of spiritual
society material wellbeing
83
food
it be

113
613

in

ideologies that
philosophiesideologies
the 1890s there were various philosophies

purportedly would rectify the situation of the poor

one prevalent ideology

state owned property with
advocated universal stateowned

socialism

equally in the assets

leo

XIII

all

people sharing

maintained that elimination of private property

would destroy the incentive to obtain and improve property

when families

own property they can improve it and leave their indelible personal mark on

the world

under socialism

all families would be equal

but equally poor

without the incentive to improve property
instead leo

XIII

believed that christian activity by the owners would

eliminate inordinate poverty
of religion and of the church

there
114
64

is

no

solution apart from intervention

owners need to rise beyond baptism which

destroys original sin but not the desire to sin and impart to the poor this
includes wages above subsistence levels as well as excess capital for the

benefit andor employment of the poor
believed capitalist greed exacerbated poverty and therefore

leo

XIII

ibid

246

113

ibid
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64

ibid
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quoting 2 timothy

212
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government must own some property and power in order to curb excesses

however the state should exist to promote the good of all people for
example the state rather than the market place should determine a livable
minimum wage

in addition

to having state protection laborers may also

gather together and work for the common good

this includes

utilizing non-

violent means to negotiate reasonable wages and living conditions in sum

rerum
berum novarum advocated aiding the poor through the christian lives of
owners controlled
violent advocacy

part through governments labor laws and non-

XIIIs immediate successors
leo xllls

did not focus their efforts

however from the 1940s through the 1960s pius

on social policy
XII

in

XI

pius

and john XXIII began to refocus papal attention on the plight of the

poor

subsequent encyclicals

on the fortieth fiftieth and seventieth anniversaries of the issuance of
rerum
No varum pius
berum novarum

XI

pius

XII

and john

XXIII

issued quadragesimo
quadragesima

anno quinquagesimo
Mag istra respectively
magistral
quinquagesima anno and mater et magistra
few differences

in

despite a

emphasis these documents concentrate on the following

points
1

apart from christ and the catholic church no enduring solution to

temporal problems can be found

non catholic programs ignore the whole
noncatholic

being body and soul
human beingbody
soui and the future life
souland
2

work

is a right and a

duty all families have the right to work at
37

above subsistence level wages

all parents have the duty to support their

families
3

the

principle of private property must be protected but ownership

implies responsibility

all excess capital above a reasonable level should be

used to provide work for others

the work should

promote the welfare of

the poor
4 both socialism and liberal capitalism are evil socialism eliminates

god from society and unbridled greed feeds off the misery of the poor
5

governments exist for the common good

each ensuing document

envisioned a greater governmental role in protecting the citizens

the

greater emphasis on government stems in part from reports on the

sustained misery of the poor
6

solutions are not inherent

in

technology in fact technology can

exacerbate problems rather than solve them
7

the

lay apostolate should meet in local groups to find solutions to

their problems

all actions taken should be within the guidelines of church

doctrine
8

A sacramental life full of charity will mold good people who will use

excess capital for the benefit of others

in

the end only laity living a

religious life will extricate the masses from the bonds of misery

during the papacy of pius

XI

the church organized catholic action a

collection of groups designed to promote many of the causes espoused

38

above

these groups were closely tied to the hierarchy and the pope asked

that any groups that were not under hierarchical supervision should avoid
using the term catholic action

despite the encyclicals and catholic action the church felt that a large
gap remained between religion and daily life a gap that needed to be

that

breached

is

the sacraments the hierarchy felt should not only

provide spirituality on sunday but also should provide impetus to live

christlike lives

the gap between
that pope john

XXIII

religious worship and daily life was one major reason

called a general ecumenical council

materials examine how the vatican

11
II

the

following

council affected catholic theology of

development

vatican

11
II

between 1962 and 1965 two thousand eight hundred catholic bishops
pursued an unconventional agenda in vatican city previous to vatican

11
II

ecumenical councils always had deliberated matters of doctrine morals

andor punishments

in light of revelation and

under the direction of pope john

revelation

previous clarifications of
XXIII

however vatican

11
II

85
revitalized85
revitalized
the church by clarifying revelation through the lens of world

reality
86

by altering policies and procedures in view of world circumstances

the term

aggiornamento signifying renewal
this revitalization of the church foy 296

39

or bringing up to date

described

the church did not drift under the forces of world whim but rather carefully
calibrated tradition in order to immerse the spiritual church into the temporal
world

vatican

11
II

produced sixteen documents and particularly addressed the

temporal order

the council noted that

many catholics separated their

lives into two distinct realms the temporal and the spiritual

68

that

is most

people believed that their spiritual and temporal lives rarely intersected

vatican

11
II

stated that this split between the faith which many profess and

their daily lives deserves to be counted among the more serious errors of our
age

67

vatican

11
II

documents reiterated the core message of the church

salvation through christ

but

the

mission of the church consequently is not only to bring men the
message and grace of christ but also to permeate and improve the
whole range of the temporal the laity exercise their apostolic
68
in
in
as
church
well
as
the
therefore the world

for the first time the church proclaimed itself as the caretaker of
and singled them out for special attention

in

other words

all

all

the poor

belonged to

the church of christ but the church would seek out the destitute and help
them to live a dignified life
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obalberic
stacpoole
poole ed
Vatican
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chapman 1986
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As caretakers of the moral law the bishops urged the laity to help the

poor

possessing the requisite skills the laity were able to solve social

problems pragmatically under the umbrella of catholic doctrine

the

council

hoped that increased participation and understanding of the liturgy would
yield greater apostolic ministration and narrow the gap between the spiritual

and temporal life

therefore the council altered some long established

procedures and philosophies that historically had distanced the laity from the

sacraments
twenty eight percent of the documents addressed the
for example twentyeight
liturgy and modified it significantly

liturgical changes included lay

distribution of the eucharist prospects for the use of vernacular or non
latin
nonlatin

language in parts of the mass and alterations in what music was acceptable
in

mass

twentytwo
two percent of the documents addressed the church
further twenty
relation to the world and to other christian denominations

in

for the first

time the church officially recognized other christian denominations and

participated in the ecumenical movement

catholic action for their work

the

in

the council

praised groups like

the world

council stressed that temporal activities offered a barometer of

spirituality

As explained in a later conference

authentic communion and participation can exist in this life only if
they are projected on to the very concrete plane of temporal realities
so that mastery use and transformation of the goods of this earth
and those of culture science and technology find embodiment in
41

humanitys just and fraternal lordship over the world
vatican

11
II

689

served to modify the catholic definition of development

previously spiritual growth existed mainly in a quasimystical
quasi mystical realm
11

vatican

however stated forcefully that peoples relationship to the world affected

their spirituality and their standing with god therefore development did
not occur

in

an isolated spiritual realm but rather in the combined

asp
ritual world
spiritual
tempora
temporalspiritual
temporal
isp
i

with god

process

the

goal of development remained sharing a life

however the church as a growing organization now viewed the

in a

different light

6this
athis
this quote came

from the final document at the puebla conference at puebla mexico
in 1979 more on puebla comes later in the chapter john eagleson and philip scharper
manyk
Maryk noH new york orbis books 1979 169
eds puebla and beyond maryknoll
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE CHURCH

the church

gods

has anchored its relationship to god on the belief that

authority or priesthood rests uniquely within the catholic magisterium
madisterium

the

human priesthood structure

770

or

magisterium
madisterium claims the priesthood to be a

linear succession from christ

only christ according to the council at ephesus has held the priesthood
in its

even though he is called the apostle and high

most complete form

we shall not assign to another man apart from his

priest of our confession

71

the name and reality of the priesthood
however others can share
it

in

christs unique priesthood and by sharing
72

continue christs priesthood in time

in

the gospel of matthew we find

that peter the leader of the original twelve apostles not only shared this
great authority but became the early leader of the church

thou art peter

and upon this rock will build my church and the gates of hell shall not
I1

prevail against it

meaning rock

73

thus

the
in

name peter comes from the greek word petra

catholic theology peter became the rock upon

which the future church would develop

the priesthood

in large

the catholics base their claim

measure upon this scripture

70

70tanner
tanner 863

tannen
tanner 56
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new catholic encyclopedia

73

matthew 1618

sv

priest
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to

in addition to

the priesthood peter held keys

the vatican

on him

I1

which christ bestowed

council wrote

we declare that according to the gospel evidence a primacy of

jurisdiction over the whole church of god was immediately and
directly promised to the blessed apostle peter and conferred on him by

christ the lord
vatican adds
1I

power

74

peter received

the keys of the kingdom

with full
75

to tend rule and govern the universal church

received the priesthood but only peter at that time received

gods

many
direct

authority to govern the entire church
bishops and popes

the twelve apostles
ordained to special roles

also shared in

christs priesthood and were

they were witnesses of christ preachers of gods

word and caretakers of the church

according to catholic doctrine the

apostolic calling was perpetuated after the death of the apostles

they the

apostles therefore appointed such men and then ordered them that when
they died other approved men would take on their ministry
vatican

11
II

776

explains that the office of bishop succeeded the apostolic

office

through those who were appointed unto bishops by the apostles and
through their successors right down to us the apostolic tradition is
74

tanner 812
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manifested and safeguarded all over the world

the apostles however

77

did not perpetuate their priesthood role in

totality they spent their initial ministry in the presence of christ and were
bishops do not claim this role but do serve as local

ordained eyewitnesses

leaders and as a college caretakers of catholic doctrine

the catholic

encyclopedia explains that the bishops succeed the apostles as a college
and not as individuals

78
71

during the centuries after christs mortal ministry an increasingly
defined organization and protocol emerged in the catholic church

community generally recognized bishops as their priesthood leaders

the
As

church leaders various bishops often met together and addressed issues of
faith and morals

79

episcopal meetings gradually became formalized into

general ecumenical councils
in general bishops of local

churches ruled with relative equal authority

however a central authority figure was emerging

the catholic church

gradually began to accept the bishop of rome as the successor to the

77

ibid

anew
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864
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79from
from the legitimization and subsequent establishment of the church in the byzantine
empire of the fourth and subsequent centuries arose the custom of assembling all the
bishops or representatives of local churches scattered though the known world it was
understood that where a consensus of the representatives of the local churches was
reached there the very spirit of god had spoken in the church and the matter was binding
on all christians hellwig 132

45

apostle peter the church affirmed that peter originally passed

all

the keys

to the bishop of rome and that afterward the keys have been passed to his

successors

80

thus according to catholic doctrine the roman bishop holds

authority from god to lead

the catholic church

gods church

in

the world

claims that each bishop of rome obtains the

apostolic see or the seat that peter established

whoever succeeds to the

chair of peter obtains by the institution of christ himself the primacy of

peter over the whole church

81

ath century the church uniquely
after the 6th

referred to the bishop of rome as
in

II
11ll

papa or pope

the catholic church the popes responsibilities include preserving and

clarifying revelation

the

revelation of god in christ always
immutable self
selfrevelation

has shown human beings the way to god

however the pope and

ecumenical councils shape tradition which facilitates the journey toward life
with god

authority and documents of popes and bishops

the hierarchy of the pope and bishops became an increasingly
established structure which guided the rank and file

the church

maintains

that god inspires papal and conciliar documents through the influences of

opeter
lpeter
OPpeter
eter received the keys of the kingdom from our lord jesus christ
and that to this
day and forever he lives and presides and exercises judgements
judge ments in his successors the bishop
of the holy see tanner 813
ibid

813

46

the holy spirit

the worldly

people are imperfect

doctrines and tradition

mind does not understand the spirit and all

hence no one ever completely understands the
due to the emerging nature of the church and the

weakness of human nature conflicts have arisen during the centuries
it is always still in
because the tradition is a living tradition in history
process of formation and adaptation and that process cannot be without
differences in opinion and experience and therefore cannot be without
conflicts 82

during the churchs existence many catholics have challenged the

popes authority but the popes recognized authority generally has grown
until reaching its zenith in vatican

1I

we teach and define as divinely revealed dogma that when the roman
pontiff speaks ex cathedra that is when in the exercise of his office as
shepherd and teacher of all christians in virtue of his supreme apostolic
authority he defines a doctrine concerning faith or morals to be held by
the whole church he possesses by the divine assistance promised to
him in blessed peter that infallibility which the divine redeemer willed
his church to enjoy in defining doctrine concerning faith or morals
therefore such definitions of the roman pontiff are of themselves and
not by the consent of the church irreformable 83

70 the date vatican issued the statement on papal
since 186970the
1869
186970
I1

infallibility popes rarely have issued ex cathedra statements
infallibilitypopes

in

fact some

question whether any pope has ever issued an infallible statement

it is

important to note the supreme authority that tradition invests in the holy

see tradition holds that the catholic church

is not a

democracy without

the consent of any human being the holy see can issue a variety of
82

hellwig 132

tanner 816

47

documents that clarify matters of faith and morals
however
catholics sometimes give the impression that there are only two
categories of papal teaching infallible doctrine and mere opinion the
truth of the matter is that most papal teaching ranges somewhere
between those two extremes infallibility is rarely exercised and mere
opinion when expressed by a pope is seldom mere opinion
84

in addition to producing

documents the pope possesses the authority to

call general ecumenical councils

decrees of ecumenical councils also clarify

matters of faith and morals the phrase let him be anathema often
concludes a decree underscoring the decrees importance

the

phrase

meant that any people who disagreed with the writings brought the wrath
and curse of god upon them

however powerful the messages or documents they produce councils
remain secondary to the pope

the

college or body of bishops does not have authority unless this is
understood in terms of union with the roman pontiff peters successor
as its head and the power of this primacy is maintained intact over all
whether they be shepherds or faithful 85

the catholic

church maintains that each official church document sheds

new light on revelation

the councils

in

the presence of the spirit discuss

revelation and through consensus arrive at a clearer understanding of the
self revelation of god
selfrevelation

84

in

christ and emerging tradition both the church and

ihm forward

tanner 866

48

the individual have the opportunity to gain more wisdom through these
clarifications and thus become further developed

within the catholic

world view the church has crystallized christian doctrine through other
worldview

texts besides those that make up the bible

88

the pope and ecumenical councils transmit their clarifications of
doctrine down to the lower levels of the church hoping that members at the
local level will honor the documents

by obeying laws broadcast by the

general structure of popes and ecumenical councils one grows to full
humanity while sharing more fully a life with christ

hellwig 6
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THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

introduction
in

the previous two sections

structure as

it

I1

have explored catholic doctrine and

relates to development

in this section

I1

will

discuss how the

catholic church exported a particular structure to the dominican republic

in

order to spread salvation or full development to the new world
in

1994 912
91.2
912

of all dominicans claimed to be roman catholic

117
87

though other christian denominations recently have made inroads into the
dominican republic the roman catholic church remains the dominant
religious denomination both statistically and culturally

most dominicans consider themselves catholic even though many never
attend church

even outside of church however catholicism profoundly

influences the way the people act think and live

however many modern

dominican catholics believe that the church historically has impeded
development

this widespread attitude has

led to a serious ideological

schism in the dominican republic
I1

have divided this section into five parts 1prelude to a conquest

2transplanting the church
and social policy and

3the
athe taino and

5celam

blacks achurch
4church government

and columbus lighthouse

part I details spains relationship to catholicism before the conquest
1

87

foy 340

50

parts two through four examine catholic doctrine and structure
historical events

finally in part five

I1

in relation

to

examine the present clash between

the two sides of the schism that presently plagues the church

conquest
prelude to a Con
auest
early spain
in

the early sixteenth century the iberian peninsula consisted of a

combination of various kingdoms and peoples

portugal castile aragon and

however ferdinand of aragon

muslim lands comprised the peninsula

married isabel of castile effectively combining aragon and castile into one

country

outpost

further
in

in

1492 boabdil

88

the muslim leader at the last muslim

grenada surrendered to ferdinands forces this re conquista

or reconquest of the peninsula resulted in two kingdoms the future spain

and portugal both catholic nations

89

throughout their reign ferdinand and isabel aimed to homogenize
spain

devoutly catholic they believed that the war with the moors

ended as a religious victory a catholic victory

however even before the war ended

for example

in

1478 pope paul

11
II

spain promoted catholicism

granted ferdinands petition for an

inqui sitors or
inquisitory
inquisition along with authority to appoint two or three inquisitors
eugene lyon

search for columbus

national geographic january 1992 36

william claypole and john robottom caribbean story
new york longman group limited 1981 13

51

book

two the inheritors

judges

90

under the spanish inquisition the inquisitors forced jews muslims and
non
catholic christians to become catholics
noncatholic

members of the inquisition

often expelled or killed individuals who refused to convert

spain expelled 150000 jews

the spanish
expectations

in

1492 alone

91

11s original
inquisition quickly grew beyond paul ils

rome attempted to regain control but ferdinand refused to

relinquish power and effectively inserted himself between the pope and local

catholics as a catholic leader with quasi authority

the spanish

inquisition

remained under the control of ferdinand and subsequent monarchs until the

nineteenth century
in addition to heading

the inquisition ferdinand and isabel surrounded

themselves with catholic officials and helped revive or extend peculiar
catholic doctrines

level official reformed
highlevel
cardinal cisneros one high

religious orders of spanish priests one of which preached a millennial

theology that became popular in spain

spanish catholics believed that the

world would soon end and that spanish catholicism the purest form of

christianity would usher in the millennium

92
32

90pope
pope gregory IX originated the original inquisition in 1231 the inquisition reached the
zenith of its power in the thirteenth century and then slowly lost power thereafter

claypole and robottom 14
12

edward norman christianity in the southern hemisphere the church
52
america and south africa oxford clarendon press 1981 51
5152

52

in

latin

under the inquisition and royal favor the church

spain grew wealthy

in

and powerful owning churches cathedrals and most of the land

93

thus

on the eve of the conquest the spanish church was wealthy powerful
tightly linked to the government intolerant of other religious denominations
and under the impression that the world would soon end

it was under

these conditions and influences that the spanish catholic church looked to
convert america
columbus
with the re conquista behind them the spanish monarchy turned their
attention to columbus

for seven years columbus had marketed his ideas

of crossing the atlantic to the spanish monarchy

century

in

the late fifteenth

many sailors felt about the atlantic as did 12th century arab

edrisi
geographer al ldrisi

no one knows what

the sea because of many

is in

profound darkness high waves frequent storms
navigationprofound
obstacles to navigation
innumerable monsters which people it and violent winds

994

despite the

risk the spanish crown in 1492 decided to finance the venture

during his long preparations

columbus began to feel his plan for

atlantic navigation had been divinely supported that
connected with
93

gods

purpose for the world

claypole and Robot
torn 13
robottom

lyon

21

96lyon
lyon 30

53

955

it

was somehow

he apparently began to

attend mass regularly and to the end he was convinced that god
the messenger of the new heaven and the new earth

him

where to find it

showed him

one book

in his

that the world would end

in

he

98

columbus believed that he would play a major part
millennium

made

in

the approaching

possession entitled historia rerum
berum anticipated
150 years

columbus claimed that the spirit

chose him to travel to the indies and usher in the millennium

97

on april 17 1492 columbus finally signed a contract with the spanish
monarchy

he intended that the forthcoming indies revenues should

primarily be dedicated to the recovery of jerusalem from the muslims

columbus believed that conquest of the indies

ie america

98

and jerusalem

was to be an extension of the moor war
in sum

columbus motivated by the holy spirit sought passage to the

indies in part so that he might further the expansion of the catholic church
into various parts of the world

spain also felt that american colonization was an extension of the moor
war and marked the beginning of the end of the world

spain assumed that

non spanish catholicism
america was new land unblemished by corrupt nonspanish

the new kingdom

of god would begin among the american natives who

96lyon
lyon 38
97

ibid
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981ibid
981bid
bid

37

54

were ignorant but pure

99

inq
transplanting
Transplant
ina
lna the church
in

1493 during columbus second voyage to america friar bernardo

boil became the first catholic clergyman to

Hi spanola
flola he
set foot on Hispa

offered the first mass early in 1494 but left shortly thereafter

100

with friar

boil as the first temporary piece of the structure the pope and the spanish

monarchy began to assemble the catholic church in america based on the
existing romaneuropean
Roman European model

the church hoped that a copy

of the

traditional model would fit neatly into america and that the church in
Hi
pahola would remain under
hispahola
His
spanola

romes authority

and direction

the

following

part explains the traditional model
Roman European
the romaneuropean

model

according to tradition the local clergy link general church doctrine to
individual members of the catholic church

As pastors catholic bishops

preside over local clergy and congregations in addition to their duties in
ecumenical councils
bishops and all other clergy receive their appointments through holy

orders

by virtue of the sacrament of order they are consecrated in the

image of christ the high and eternal priest as true priests of the new

norman 51
oogonzdlez
gonzsslez 11

55

101
01
testament loi
the holy order bestows certain rights on the recipient

ordinary authority refers collectively to these rights and is inherent in the
office of bishop

the

bishop governs a diocese

just as the pope

and the general

ecumenical councils exercise worldwide authority over the catholic church a
bishop administers with complete authority over his diocese as long as he is
within the guidelines the pope and ecumenical councils developed and

promulgated

this power of the supreme pontiff by no means detracts from that
ordinary and immediate power of episcopal jurisdiction by which
bishops who have succeeded to the place of the apostles by
appointment of the holy spirit tend and govern individually the particular
flocks which have been assigned to them 102
As a leader of a remote flock a bishop simultaneously enacts three roles

as prophet priest and king As a prophet he teaches local catholics

As a

priest he officiates in the seven sacraments baptism confirmation holy

orders anointing the sick penance eucharist and marriage
exercises full pastoral charge over his flock or
well being of all under his care
wellbeing

in

As a king he

other words he seeks the

10
103

several dioceses combined form a province the head of a province a
metropolitan or archbishop
arch bishop exercises marginal authority over other

10

10tanner
tanner 872
102

tanner 814

103
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provincial bishops in addition to being pastor of an archdiocese
arch diocese

deaneries divide a diocese
a district

an arch
priest dean prelate or vicar foran leads
archpriest
104

parishes divide districts and are headed by a priest

the priest

in

districts or

assisting the bishop communicates often with the people

he performs several sacraments under the bishops authority his
his force
service begins from the proclamation of the gospel draws
and strength from the sacrifice of christ and has the goal that the
may be offered as a worldwide
whole city of gods redeemed
06
christ 105
sacrifice to god through that great high priest christl
in addition to diocesan priests

there exist religious priests who are not

pastors instead religious priests normally take vows of chastity and
poverty and belong to a brotherhood

by laws
these brotherhoods enact bylaws

religious

which help shape the goals and work of each religious priest

orders include the franciscans and jesuits which

the family

I1

forms the smallest unit in the church

log
108
will mention later 10

the family

from god the mission to be the primary living cell of society

107

received

through

the sacrament of marriage men and women can set up an intimate sharing
of married life and love as instituted by the creator and regulated by
laws
104

gods

11108
108
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A marriage

imitates the relationship of christ to his church and is a

beneficial sacrifice

because we must overcome the self
interest which
selfinterest

is

rampant in us all in order to make real the unity and wholeness which
109
09
married love should proclaim log

over the centuries this local structure evolved within tradition on the
european continent according to catholic doctrine it evolved to bring

catholics closer to god

no manmade
man made structure could do the same thus

Hi spanola
faola the
aiola
fiola
ferdinand isabel and the pope transplanted to Hispa

romaneuropean
Roman European structure ranging from diocese to marriage
local church

spanola

Hi
in His
pahola
hispahola
hispanola

after having disagreements with columbus friar boil returned to spain
in

1496 friar raman
ram6n pane became the first catholic clergyman to perform

baptisms on western soil

at this time

all

catholics

in Hi
Hispahola
spanola belonged

o
110
llo
lio
0
to the ecclesiastical area of seville spain

in

1503 however pope julio

11
II

created three dioceses

in 1511

the

pope disorganized the original three and organized three new dioceses two
Hi pahola
spanola santo domingo and
of which were in His

la vega don pedro xuarez

deza became the first bishop to actually set foot on the island
1546 pope paul

II
11

in

1513

in

established the archdiocese of santo domingo which

seat became primate or head of

all

the americas

all new bishops became

strange the catholic faith oxford oxford university press 1986 95
OG
dgonzalez
ogonzalez
Slez 1214
siez
Gonzi
12 14
onzalez
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pastors of their dioceses and thus became responsible for the care and welltil
lii
being for those in the diocese 111
Hi spanola
faola and the rest of latin america
aiola
fiola
catholicism rapidly swept into Hispa

religious priests served as precursors to secular governments

the

franciscans traversed the frontier baptizing and teaching the natives after
the natives became sufficiently civilized

franciscans and govern the area
in

the government would replace the

112

the early days of the conquest few catholics questioned whether the

traditional structure fit latin america

today however many catholics

argue that the romaneuropean
Roman European model under the direction of the vatican is

illsuited
suited to the needs of the latin american poor catholic liberals called
ill

progress
progressives
ives feel that history demonstrates that the traditional structure has
failed to further development

however conservative catholics called

traditionalists believe that the church as an evolving entity has committed
mistakes but also remains

gods

vehicle for development

traditionalists

so called romaneuropean
Roman European structure universally meets the
believe that the socalled
spiritual needs of catholics

whites taino and blacks

after surviving several near mutinies columbus and his crew arrived

in

the west indies they first stopped at an unknown island and then travelled
tii ibid
111

26
14 25
2526

norman 48
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Hi pahola
on to His
spanola
panola

after dis embarking columbus and his shipmates

discovered the taino natives members of the arawak group
Hi pahola
spanola from south america through the
had migrated to His

the taino

lesser and greater antilles the taino practiced a polytheistic religion and
therefore like the moors practiced different beliefs than the spanish

under

the banner of catholicism columbus and the spanish felt that the natives
many of columbus men had fought in the moorish

were inferior beings

conquest and thought they should conquer enslave and baptize the new
infidels as well

taino cruelly

columbus imposed onerous taxes and began to treat the

13
113

after columbus returned to europe spain sought control over the
americas and petitioned support of the pope

in

1493 pope alexander

VI

responded and divided the new world by the line of demarcation as detailed
in

the alexandrine bulls

treaty of tordesillas
imaginary line

2400

in

under the alexandrine bulls and the subsequent
1494 spain received

all

new lands west of an

kilometers off the coast of the azores

spain

effectively controlled the entire new world except presentday
present day brazil

however along with bestowing authority the pope imposed an obligation to
convert the natives

114
14

the conversion process
113

claypole and Robot
torn 24
robottom

114

claypole and Robot
tonn 40
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apparently only consisted of nominal teaching

60

and baptism however

the settlers consciences

did not grapple with issues

surrounding the natives temporal welfare in fact as mentioned before the

church had not developed a detailed social policy at that time thus the
colonists settled into a system that they believed would save their souls and
enrich their pockets

on

Hi pahola
spanola
His

columbus implemented the repartimiento which was the

115
15
natives15
wholesale round up of the natives115
for the benefit of landowners and
natives

repartimiento uprooted the natives from their homes and instituted

miners

slavery

due to columbus mismanagement of the colony the crown
sent nicolas ovando to become governor of santo domingo

in

1502

As a devout

catholic queen isabel worried about the colonists maltreatment of the
natives

consequently she abolished the repartimiento 1 6I governor

ovando instituted the new encomienda system under which town councils
cabildos
dos distributed groups of thirty taino to local landowners
called cabil
in

theory each encomendero would protect educate and convert the

natives under his charge in exchange for tabor
labor

in practice

the colonists

rarely paid the natives and did not provide access to schools and churches
in addition if

bell
beli
beil
115
115bell

the taino left the encomienda the colonists normally would

13

61bid
ibid
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hunt them down and return or
in
11
II

kill

them

17
117

1508 king ferdinand requested additional authority from pope julius

in Univer
universalia
universalis
salis

ecclesiae julius
ecclesial

II
11

patronato
Pat ronato real
granted ferdinand patronate

according to the catholic encyclopedia this was
the right in perpetuity to grant permission for the construction of large
churches and to propose proper persons for the offices and benefices of
the cathedrals collegiate churches monasteries and other pious
places 118
royal approval became part of the process
priesthood positions

in addition

in

appointing persons to new

to control over ecclesiastical appointments

the king controlled tithes which royal officials collected rather than priests
consequently the government controlled the salaries of colonial bishops and
119
priests ilg

patronato
patronate
Pat ronato real widened the already significant gap between rome and

the new world hierarchy
catholic church

the spanish crown began to administer the

pahola
in His
hispaftola
hispahola

in

1524 spain organized the council of the

indies which created thousands of laws as well as instituting courts

120

bishops began to report to the council of the indies rather than to rome As
a result church officials developed closer relationships with secular leaders

than with their leaders
7

in

the church

claypole and Robot
29
torn 28
2829
robottom

new catholic encyclopedia

sv

patronate
patronato
Pat ronato of spain

90aypole
claypole and robottom
Robot torn 36

claypole and Robot
torn 34
robottorn
robottom
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by W M parras

bishops and priests clearly had economic incentive to remain mute on

taino suffering the landowners and the government reaped profits from
native labor and effectively became the hierarchys employers

protest against cruel treatment could result

in

clerical

drastic salary cuts

despite the incentives antan
ant6n de montesinos a franciscan monk
decried the colonists oppressive measures on christmas day 1511 he

are these indians not men do they not have rational souls are

preached

you not obliged to love them as yourselves

montesinos words enraged the settlers

is

121

in

effect he proposed that

efforts to convert the taino did not guarantee the colonists salvation

fact the colonists abhorrent cruelty constituted a mortal sin which

if

in

left

unresolved would banish the colonists from both heaven and purgatory in

the future life
montesinos was required to return to spain and defend himself before a
council

he reiterated his demand to know the legal rights that allowed

oppression

the spanish monarchy

felt obliged morally to respond and

explained that the alexandrine bulls endowed them with authority over both

the lands and the people on the lands

the taino

worshipped multiple gods

and therefore were idolatrous and should be enslaved

however to

mitigate concerns over the physical wellbeing
well being of the native americans the
council enacted the burgos laws which restricted the number of workers

121

claypole and Robot
torn 37
robottom

63

that one encomendero could use and strictly regulated working hours and
food distribution

122

owners ignored the laws
landowners
the land

in 1516 ferdinand died and his son

charles I of spain succeeded him
1

however charles was a minor and hence control of the kingdom fell to the
I1

council of regency headed by cardinal cisneros concerned over the taino
fiola
ilola to formulate a
Hispa
spanola
cisneros sent three clergymen to Hi

situation

remedy after much deliberation the three developed a plan in which 300-

400 taino of each sex would

live in a village under

the direction of a

unfortunately cisneros died and the small pox epidemic of

missionary

the catholic

1517 reduced the number of taino to 3000
late and never was implemented

plan came too

123

during the annihilation of the taino on
bring black african slaves to the island

Hi spanola

the

colonists began to

blacks replaced the taino as

the new lower class santo domingos population increased until 1550 the
end of Hispa
hispanolas
hispaholas
holas glory years
nolas
city

124

in

at that time 3500

people lived in the

except for children by mixed marriages the taino had died out
1537 pope paul

Amerindians were
the amerindians

111

in

an early precursor to vatican

11
II

declared that

not to be deprived of their liberty of possession of

their property even though they may be outside the faith of jesus christ

122

ibid

123

bell 16

12

12black
black

37

the

dominican republic 16

64

response to the popes official concern charles

125 in
1125

V

the king of

spain enacted the new laws which forbade any new encomiendas spain
enacted these laws too late for the taino and they were ignored with
respect to the blacks

128
126

beginning in 1550 santo domingo slowly drifted into obscurity

in

1600 there were only 1070 whites and 9700 slaves on the entire island of
which about 50 slaves had been freed due to extreme poverty

As the

seventeenth century unfolded landowners freed more and more slaves
in some ways the church helped the lower class

in 1622

127
27

the first

provincial council of santo domingo sympathized with the plight of the

slaves

12
128

later

in

1625 the church ordained tomas de rodriguez de sosa

an ex slave to the priesthood

european visitors found rodriguez de sosa to

be the most intelligent priest on the island
in

129
121

the eighteenth century more blacks became priests

in

response the

king of spain admonished alvarez de quinones archbishop of santo

domingo for continuing the practice

126

ibid

126

bell 22
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however the clergy continued to
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ordain black men to the priesthood

130

during the colonial period the church never protested strongly against
mainos and then the blacks served as slaves
the institution of slavery the tainos

and constituted the lower class

many individual clergymen
however
howevermany

protested abuses within the system protecting and improving limited legal
and civil rights and performing sacraments for the poor

131
13

As riches and the

physical body do not follow us to the next life development efforts of the

catholic church can be considered successful during the early conquest

thousands of africans and native indians were baptized into the church with
the idea that they were destroying original sin and opening the pathway to
life with

god

in

the future

A

few indians became quite educated as well

opening up the opportunity for further progress in the sacraments and
knowledge of the mysteries of god

however the majority died quickly or

led miserable lives overworked and incapable of understanding the bible

church government and social institutions
As discussed in the preceding part church and government associated

freely

in

fact from the beginning of the conquest the church became the

governments social division the church maintained

all schools from

elementary level to the university of santo domingo completed
130

ibid

131

ie
le de las casas montesinos etc

132

bell 18

55

66

in

the

1538

132

the church also

performed weddings and funerals maintained hospitals and

recorded and preserved important statistical and historical data

in

overseeing these social functions the church also managed to perform its
sacramental duties

many social functions corresponded to the sacraments

the universities prepared men to become priests and bishops schools
prepared natives to become baptized and confirmed all marriages were
sacramental funerals and hospitals were tied to holy unction and statistics
and historical data conserved important religious information concerning

sacraments
in

the schools the church taught civil obedience

millennial fervor the church taught

this bright hope flared

that a better

during the early

life awaited

the hearts of the impoverished

in

the oppressed

however as

millennial beliefs died away the church lost a tool to control the poor

nevertheless a vision of a life after death with deity remained and probably
replaced millennial hopes
in

133

the seventeenth century the church settled more firmly into its

governmental role and became primarily a social institution

declining

numbers of priests forced the church to limit sacraments and emphasize
charitable and social work
Hi pahola
spanola
entered His

133

in

the jesuits

famous for their work in education

1668 and later erected a college for the education of

norman 5152
51 52

67

children

134

twenty five years however rome
within one hundred and twentyfive

suppressed the jesuit order and the school fell out of jesuit hands

135

domingo fell further into oblivion and there were even fewer priests
work became largely ineffective
in

santo
social

1311
138
136

pantaleon alvarez de abreu became archbishop
1739 don domingo pantale6n

of santo domingo and one of only two eighteenth century archbishops to

actually set foot on the island

he toured the archdiocese and reported that

there were only 30 priests for a population of thirty thousand people with a
ratio of one priest to one thousand people the church could not adequately
perform the sacraments

abreu reported to felipe

V

the king of spain that

the situation was critical two hundred people had died

in

without sacraments in san juan a city without a parish

catholic doctrine

if

the previous year

according to

two hundred people died without baptism then two

hundred souls went to hell with no chance for redemption

abreu began to

organize parishes throughout the territory so that more people might
participate in the sacraments

abreu also noted that one of the three hospitals
nothing more than a convalescent home
sick because there were too few staff

the

in

santo domingo was

hospital could not accept any

iosa noticia
noricia
Compend
abreus book compendiosa

134

rodriguez
Noti cias de santo dominco
fray cipriano de utrera noticias
dominoo edici6n de emilio rodriquez
De moriza santo domingo editora
editors taller 1979 3306
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cae
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santo domingo contains these and other important data

compendiosa
noricia and other catholic documents constitute the bulk of
iosa noticia
Compend
Hispa nolas
hispafiolas
known statistical and historical material for the colonial period of hispanolas
fiolas
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history

thus toward the end of the colonial period thousands died without
despite noble efforts to help the poor live a more comfortable

sacraments
life

the church did not provide many catholics with what they needed the

most the sacraments
mostthe
haitian occupation and deviant religions
in

Hispa
aiola
spanola
fiola and abolished slavery haitian
1822 haiti seized control of Hi

president jean pierre boyer stripped the church of all its assets and closed

the university of santo domingo
the island

in

under black leadership many whites left

criollas
cri ollos finally regained
1844 spanish ancestors named criollos

two thirds of the island and become the independent
control of the eastern twothirds
dominican republic

138

throughout dominican history individual blacks and whites have
intermarried and their descendants known as mulattos now consist of two

thirds of the population

however due to the long haitian occupation and

other skirmishes over the years the haitians and dominicans hate each
other in general
137

ibid

bell
beil

35

69

catholic practices have joined with voodoo a religion derived from
african ancestor worship due to the lack of clergy and churches poor
families and local groups unable to fully and repeatedly engage in the

catholic sacraments penance and eucharist have formed their own deviant
forms of catholicism

this includes excessive worship of saints and icons

as well as elaborate and lengthy periods of mourning the dead

many cannot

read and use the bible as a measuring stick for their religious practices

any deviation from catholicism leads people away from christ and
hence prohibits development

thus as more and more groups

mix religions

the catholic church loses its ability to transport the people forward

in

addition those missing mass in past centuries were thought to be
committing a mortal sin consigning their soul to hell

recent tradition

however does not include missing mass as a mortal sin
in

1844 the new constitution declared roman catholicism to be the

official religion of the state but did not restore to the church its rights under

spanish law

ie

trial of personnel by religious courts civil collection of

church revenues or even ownership of property

139
n139

thus tithing no longer

was a tax and clergyman lived on voluntary contributions
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

throughout the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century the

139

bell 236

70

church lost and regained various rights

in

latin america independence

the

movements had various effects on the catholic church

most far

reaching effects stemmed perhaps from the separation of church and state

the church severed

from government and attacked from all sides by

intellectuals began to adopt secular ideologies that were most friendly to
them

this included for the first time ideologies such as marxism that

criticized the upper class

however

in

140
40

1929 the dominican supreme court declared that the church

the dominican

did not exist

history

the

church sought a new identity and ideology

church had reached the lowest point in its

141

ives and liberals
Trujil
progressives
rafael leonidas trujillo
trullito Progress

however rafael leonidas trujillo soon rose to power and restored the
church as an official entity in 1931
murdered

15000 20000
1500020000

blacks and mulattos in order to lighten the skin

color of the dominican people
and corruption

trujillo became a brutal dictator who

his 30 year reign was the epitome of vice

142

As trujillo grew in power the latin american church began to organize

groups and implement plans to aid the poor

catholics

in

various latin

140

140norman
norman 14
141
14

14bell
beil 236
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canton
carlton
cariton alexander rood the dominican
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A 1986 179199
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american countries organized themselves into groups patterned after the
european catholic action

beginning in 1935 with varying levels of

official catholic assistance and leadership several countries including brazil

columbia and chile organized lay groups under titles such as popular
popular cultural action

action

addition to catholic action

and the christian democratic party

in

these groups together with progressive

clergy instituted educational movements political parties and other social

programs

in

an attempt to resolve social problems

143

traditional clergy watched these developments unfold with a wary eye
grass roots movements eventually called ecclesiastical base
various grassroots
communities ECBs

swelled and began to advocate policies that clashed

with traditional catholic structure and doctrine

themselves from the movements

most clergy distanced

the church was

careful to praise various

local groups who had accomplished positive objectives but also maintained

that

if

the project was not closely tied to the hierarchy then it was not

catholic action
grass roots movements
progressive clergy in the minority supported grassroots
and began to believe that rome was too distant and too uninformed to help

the poor

these developments
1930 1961
trujillo 19301961

initially had limited impact during the reign of

his reign of terror prohibited any opposition to his

adie and guy E poitras latin america the politics of immobility
englewood cliffs new jersey prentice hall inc 1974 178
179
178179
143

robert
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cruel regime

modern progressives charge that the church remained too

passive while trujillo was dictator and had even supported trujillo

1954

in

for example trujillo and the vatican reached a concordat which stated that

diplomas from catholic schools would be valid and that secular schools
would teach secular concerns guided by catholic principles

the concordat

also proclaimed the catholic church the official state religion

Truj ilSo also
trujillo

petitioned the vatican for years to recognize him as benefactor of the

the church

but never achieved this title

church

remained silent on this

144

issue

traditional bishops point to 1960 however as a turning point for
was

in

that year that

trujillo

the bishops on the island wrote a letter condemning

infuriated trujillo retaliated seeing that several priests were

publicly humiliated
all

all

it

the bishops

one night before his death trujillo ordered the arrest of

trujillos assassination effectively canceled the order

the 1963 constitution

did not recognize the concordat

145

in addition

juan bosch the new president instituted a constitution creating secular
law marriages and legal divorces
commonlaw
schools common

the state implemented

these measures over the churchs objections the constitution became the
final divorce papers between the church and government in social affairs
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thus between 1844 and 1963 the church was
pre vatican
under prevatican

flux

II
11

in a

constant state of

tradition thechurch
the church adequately performed its role

baptizing thousands despite a dearth of priests
in

the
all

latin america many large projects designed to create jobs failed

failure of projects the growth of ECBs and the documents of vatican

coalesced creating the need to address the specific problems

in

latin

america thus the bishops of latin america met at medellin colombia to
re
reevaluate
evaluate their responsibilities

though the council had met before

in

rio

de janeiro this became the first time a latin american council met primarily
to address the situation of the poor
CELAM and

lighthouse
columbus Liah
llah
thouse

medellin to santo domingo

between 1968 and 1992 the bishops
in medellin
11
II

in

1968 puebla 1979

in

latin america met three times

and santo domingo 1992

the vatican

and medellin councils became the catalyst for a serious theological schism

latin america

the council

of latin america bishops CELAM met at medellin to apply

the teachings of vatican

II
11

to latin america

the

rn and
pope visited medellrn
medellen
medellfn
Medell

addressing the bishops urged social reform
in time medellin

documents became known as the magna carta of

catholic social development policy

in

latin america

74

the documents

11
II

stressed that the laity should assume their christian commitment at the
level of international movements and organizations to further the progress of

the poorest people and favor justice among nations

w

147

the

medellin included documents on justice and peace

bishops

believed that they needed to dedicate themselves to build up and guide the

ecclesial community as signs and instruments of her unity

14
148

according to

the medellin documents latin america
will not have a new continent without new and reformed structures but
above all there will be no new continent without new men who know

how to truly be free and responsible according to the light of the
1411
gospel 149

progressives and traditionalists began to diverge even further
vision of a functional latin american catholic church

the former

believed

the roman curia living far away simply could not comprehend life
dominican republic or latin america

the

in

in

the

liberals also believed that many old

guard bishops were too isolated to meet the needs of the people

in

the

progress ives many clergymen were forced in light of the publicity
view of progressives
of medellfn
medellin to espouse grandiose visions for helping the poor

own backyards nothing changed

sat

in isolation dimly

to the

in

their

progress ives traditional bishops
progressives

aware of reality deeply ensconced

147

but

in an

anachronistic

second general conference of latin american bishops the church in the present
day transformation of latin america in the light of the council mom general secretariat
dav
of CELAM 197019731
1970
19701973
1973l 144
1973
146
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structure
liberal clergy espoused tenets of socialism and viciously attacked
capitalism

in their view marxism needed to replace capitalism through

violent means if necessary

progressive priests pointed to vatican

11
II

and

medellin declaring that past documents condemned liberal capitalism and

the ideas

embraced some tenets of socialism

of freedom from misery

oppression and spiritual bondage combined under the banner of liberation
theology

under liberation theology ECBs flourished and began to form their own
social policy

previously many families the living cells of the church had

deviated from the traditional sacramental life

in

ECBs families and local

groups deviated from traditional church social policy

to

a traditionalist

many family cells had in a sense become cancerous threatening the

healthy portion of the church

traditionalist clergy remained firm

in

their

conviction that god instituted a vertical structure to address issues of faith
and morals

both liberal capitalism and marxism were evil violence was to

be decried and conversion of the soul was of the utmost importance

clergy were not social workers or technicians but rather were
matters of faith and morals thus

in

in

charge of

the eyes of traditionalists ECBs were

good organizations as long as they followed established church policy under

the direction of the priesthood traditionalists stressed that moral change
would yield social change

in

their view god knew all things and continued

76

to disseminate important truths through the hierarchy tradition stated that
violence and socialism were contrary to
term andor disastrous results

gods

will and would yield

short

conversion to christ effects the most

powerful social change

further conservatives contend that secular models do not override

the clergy

tradition

should urge the laity to live christian lives and to share

their excess worldly goods

A sacramental life

centered on charity will

compel individuals to solve the worlds problems under the influence of god
hierarchy and the spirit

in this way

the church first addresses the more

being the soul
important half of the human beingthe

the development of the earthly

body which will die and be replaced with a glorious resurrected body

regardless of secular development efforts is a positive sideeffect
side effect of

adherence to moral law thus traditionalist and progressive goals to free
the poor from oppression were similar but their methods differed widely
many dominican clergy involved themselves in social action after
penny lernoux described one such example in cry of the

medellin

people

0

O

As related by Ms lernoux the pueblo viejo area consisted of

poor farmers

in

1972 rosario resources bought controlling interest

in

the

biggest gold mine in the western hemisphere located near puebla viejo and
forced 70 families out of their homes

some of the evicted peasants

crowded into a new area with two latrines for 54 people

rlernoux
233 237
lernoux 233237
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in addition

the

peasants received little or no compensation

As is often the case few of the

peasants obtained employment because they lacked training

on request of

the peasants bishop juan antonio flores inspected the area and then began
a

nationwide public campaign on behalf of the peasants

151

due

in

part to

rones
rores
fiores the government suspended
flores
the publicity generated by bishop flones

rosarios expansion plans which would have evicted even more

families

bishop flores commented

case where what is legal is unjust
these foreign companies
make a lot of propaganda out of the benefits and progress they bring to
countries like ours when in reality the only people who benefit are a
162
small group of rich dominicans living in santo domingo 152

here

is a

in this
in

case a bishop claimed that legality and morality do not equate

the past very few clergyman would have proclaimed publicly that the

government makes immoral decisions

there were numerous other examples of dominican clergy involved
social action

in

however progressive priests and bishops felt that rome and

style latin american bishops attempted to re
the old
oldstyle
reinstitute
institute control over

them instructing them
in

in

things they could and could not do

1979 the third conference of CELAM was held at puebla mexico As

old line
the puebla conference approached liberals complained that the oldline

clergy were manipulating the conference excluding as many liberals as

igl
161
151
162

ibid
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possible

153

hence the division between traditionalists and progressives

grew increasingly larger

that there were mixed reviews

it is not surprising

some say that puebla maintained the

on the success of the conference

medellin while looking forward to a better day
vision of medellfn

others normally

progress ives believed that rome has continued misunderstanding the latin
progressives

american church

since the 1979 CELAM meeting at puebla the vatican appeared to have
learned some lessons in manipulation and control but the mistake it was
making was far more fundamental trying to suppress the latin
american church perhaps the most vibrant in the world and attempting
to impose a foreign uniform christian culture on the most protean of
peoples was a sin against the spirit 154
additionally many feel that the pope in recent years is trying to reimpose

roman authority

in

however progressives hope that as the

latin america

older bishops die a new more enlightened clergy will emerge that agrees
with them

few liberal catholics question the trinity the nicene creed or the bible
but beyond these fundamental doctrines liberals challenge the validity of

they are questioning tradition

traditional church structures and doctrines

itself sometimes wishing to return to a new testament type church where

they believe everyone had things

153

for an example see gary maceoin
york paulist press 1980
164
154
164editorial
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catholic national reporter

santo domingo

the theme for the fourth conference
santo domingo was new evangelization
11
II

of latin american bishops held in
in his remarks pope

john paul

wan
mind sets
an effort to understand the mindsets
defined evangelization of culture as man

and attitudes of the contemporary world to shine the light of the gospel on

them

55
155

the

pope believed that there was a great need to understand

world trends and then work with that understanding to bring the gospel into

the world
in conjunction with

the council the dominican government unveiled the

columbus lighthouse celebrating the 500 year anniversary of columbus first
voyage

the

lighthouse
museumlighthouse
dominican government estimated that the museum

cost 12 million dollars

156

prior to the council the government asked

lapez rodriguez to oversee completion of the
cardinal nicolas de jesus l6pez
museum involving the catholic church in an expensive government project

the lighthouse stands

as a monument representing the starkly differing

viewpoints of liberals and conservatives concerning the state of development
world view
of dominican people within the catholic worldview

157

first many believe columbus was not a hero but a murderer who

IBS
lbs

fay 50

gary maceoin lighthouse shipwrecked nation await pope
reporter 16 oct 1992 1415
14 15
167

the information

tacks choppy sees

in the next
at CELAM IV

national catholic

few paragraphs come primarily from leslie wirpsa pope
w
13
national catholic reporter 23 oct 1992 11
1113
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oppressed the taino and helped to create the lower class honoring
columbus was like honoring hitler
secondly progressives estimate that the lighthouse actually cost 70
million dollars or more and requires when lighted

takes to light the entire island

as much electricity as

it

As it is dominican people have blackouts

and do not know when the power will suddenly vanish
wali
wail
wall around the lighthouse called the
thirdly the government built a waii
wall of shame

apparently so that visitors would remain unaware of the

poor areas just beyond it

on the periphery of the inner city there are

multitudes of poor people

fourthly the museum displaced 100000 people from their homes
forcing them be to crammed into already crowded neighborhoods

santo

domingo has many wealthy homes and apparently none were destroyed to
make room for the lighthouse

fifthly the lighthouse was officially in the shape of the cross once
again tying the church to the rich

the

lighthouse could shine an image of

the cross into the night sky so brightly that

it could be

seen

in

puerto rico

sixthly in conjunction with the construction of the museum the bishop
of santo domingo received 1.5
15 million dollars in repairs to his house

the religious leader of the country lived

in

increasing luxury while 100000

people lost their homes

progressives consider the museum an outrage throughout the

81

thus

conference progressive bishops reporters theologians and historians
criticized the pope and conservatives

the national catholic reporter

an

independent progressive newspaper proclaimed that

the mass was held as planned on the lighthouse steps seating for the
event seemed arranged by color the whiterskinned
whiter skinned and richer the
invitees the closer they were to the pope
at the lighthouse the
pope prayed for the sick the elderly the marginalized the victims of
violence those without employment or a dignified life prisoners people
ironic
who suffer in body or spirit and ironically the displaced
because he did not mention the thousands of poor families who were
uprooted when the monument was constructed 158
various articles

in

national catholic reporter describe the traditionalists

as secretive sneaky antagonistic to the press angry control conscious
and persecutors

one remark seems to sum up the feelings of the most

progress ives
ardent progressives
many liberationists think that if rome insists on maintaining an
Euro centric model of catholicism in latin america it will
authoritarian eurocentric
indeed prompt a new evangelization
if the vatican continues the way it is going very sad confrontation
between the hierarchy and the poor people will occur the poor people
will cease to recognize the pope as their shepherd
people simply will
become protestant 159

traditionalists
As a rule those who desire to maintain the status

QUO

are less vocal

than those who want change thus the liberal voice often drowns out the
conservative voice

in addition

the press dedicated much of its space to the

ribid
rI
ibid
bid 12
bibid

ibid
bid

691
691bid
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progressive point of view which is closer to secular views therefore we
do not often hear the traditionalists viewpoint

traditionalists believed simply that the catholic structure remained
divinely appointed

affairs is

gods

the will of god

the pope they feel though not an expert on

authority on earth

thus

in clarifying revelation

all world

he speaks

however clarifications come through the spirit and thus

many will not understand them

the official 1994 catholic almanac

makes no mention of liberal

accusations but summarizes the popes address and the message of the
bishops to the people of the region

the

pope stated that

the gospel is to be preached with complete faithfulness and purity as it
has been guarded and transmitted by the tradition of the church
cannot be accepted as instruments for the
christologies
logies
reductive Christo
new evangelization he also reiterated genuine efforts at human
betterment must always respect the truth about god and the truth about
180
the human being

john paul

11
II

emphasized that real enduring solutions to temporal

problems reside in the nonsecular
non secular arena

persons development does not derive primarily from money material
assistance or technological means but from the formation of consciences
A

and the gradual maturing of ways of thinking and patterns of behavior

the

161

poor will rise from their destitution only when the people adhere to the

gospel of christ which will lead to mature ways of thinking and patterns of

behavior
oofoy
foy 49
181
161

foy 50
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while acknowledging that past abuses had taken place

the pope told the descendants

of the original inhabitants that the values
of their ancestors were seeds of the word which were purified
deepened and completed by the christian message
he recognized
abuses committed against them by individuals who did not see their
indigenous brothers and sisters as children of god their father 162

conclusion
lles at the root of the present controversy simply stated the
ties
tradition lies

progressives lack faith in the pope

in

the roman curia and

in general progressives

fellow bishops

in many

want the pope to be their leader as

long as he tells them what they believe they already know

they know that

millions are starving and lack the means to live a dignified life

desperately want to involve themselves

of their

in

liberals

secular causes to help free the

masses from the bonds of poverty
however liberals believe that rome sends them signals that constrain
what they can do progressives believe that roman constraints are
being of the poor is more
wellbeing
ridiculous they feel that the temporal well

important than the attention given it and they proclaim that rome has failed
abysmally

thus

liberals threaten that many may join other religious

denominations

the pope

on the other hand feels that despite past abuses the gospel

has purified the dominican people in a realm that cannot be measured by

102

foy 47
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rational means

therefore the church has been successful

development in the spiritual area

in

regards to

many have been baptized catholic and

under catholic doctrine will go to purgatory or heaven unless they have
in this way the church has enriched

committed a mortal sin

the future lives

of millions

however many claiming to be catholics both today and
not been baptized andor have not participated in the mass

in

the past have

the

poor often

find it difficult to survive let alone attend church and learn the mysteries of

god

further many practice the dominican form of popular religion

combination of african and catholic religions

a

according to traditional

catholic theology people practicing deviant forms of catholicism are

in

serious danger of hell
As long as the people are illiterate constantly searching for food

andor

practicing deviant forms of catholicism the church cannot fulfill its dogmatic

pastoral function in guiding the flock to the mysteries of god

baptism

removes the first obstacle but ignorance and illiteracy hamper the ability to
remove personal sin and grow in the knowledge of the mysteries of god

despite these limitations the church
the lives of dominicans

in

still maintains a powerful influence over

matters of faith and morals such as marriage birth

control and divorce

today the church

is

under
understaffed
staffed has no political power lacks funds

and priests and has lost control of many social programs

85

however it still

operates various hospitals and schools including the catholic university
madre et maestra at santiago which has become a model for other

the

dominican universities

university provides opportunities for some of

the poor to earn a college education

through the university and other

means the church has succeeded in enriching the temporal lives of many
in

the spirit of vatican

11
II

the church hopes that temporal improvement will

yield spiritual growth

however as long as the church remains divided fighting within itself
the hierarchy

will

send mixed messages and hinder the development of the

members of the dominican catholic church
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CHAPTER THREE

development POLICY SECULAR perspectives
development IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

DOCTRINE AND

ON

introduction
the secular

world adheres to various philosophies which arise from

human minds and hopes rather than from god to the masses through his

selected messengers thus the human family is diverse

in opinion ability

and opportunity and development theories are just as varied

to explore the

concept of secular development this thesis begins with

C

J jungs four psychological types jungs types revolve around two
continuums sensation

intuition and thinking

feeling jung orthoganalizes

the two continuums creating a two dimensional space of four quadrants
each quadrant corresponds to a personality type see figure
lan
ian mitroff and ralph kilmann have extended

1

103
183

jungs system

and

assigned each quadrant descriptive names that represent different methods
of viewing and interpreting science

the

four quadrants are

1the
athe
ithe analytical

scientist sensation thinking 2the
athe conceptual theorist
sensation feeling 3the
athe conceptual humanist intuition feeling

and

mitroff and ralph kilmann methodological approaches to social science san
24 27
jossey bass publishers 1978 2427
francisco josseybass
1631an
lan

87

4the
athe particular humanist

intuition

thinking

1114
164

any categorization of humanity oversimplifies complex realities and
relationships

however

in

order to understand secular thought it is

necessary to begin with some basis from which to extend an argument

jungs system

has been widely utilized

in

the social sciences and mitroffs

and kilmanns extension constitutes a simple yet valuable model explaining

how people experience and evaluate reality

this chapter first examines the two poles of each continuum

in

order to

explore the independent characteristics that eventually combine to shape

each typology

each typology combines two of

views the world uniquely

jungs

four polar values and

following the explanations of the axes there is a

section on each of mitroffs and kilmanns four perspectives of science
ultimately as applied to human development

each section has five parts 1I

a description of the scientific typology 2 an example from physical science

to illustrate each scientific typology 3 a survey of related issues on
education business and theory 4 an explanation of how each typology
views the development efforts of the united states in the dominican

republic and 5 a summary of how the typology views development

As

the analytical scientist has dominated recent secular thought this chapter
concentrates more on it than the other three perspectives

164

ibid
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ngim

conceptual theorist

conceptual humanist

serove
ser4ve

ntuftive

particular humanist

analytical scientist
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figure
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THE AXES

the thinker feeler continuum
in figure

1

feeler axis describes a spectrum related to
the thinker
thinkerfeeler

decision making processes

the

underlying distinction in the continuum

concerns the relative importance of the human being

in

the cosmos

on one

pole the thinker views human beings as a system or unit of no greater or

lesser value than any other entity event or system in the universe on the
other extreme the feeler believes that the importance of the human being
and human groups far exceeds any other biological and physical system

1115
185

thinkers
166
reasoning166
thinkers use impersonal formal or theoretical modes of reasoning

in a logical

attempt to uncover the truth they view science as an

expanding sea of understanding

within this expanding pool of knowledge

several theories have risen to prominence both in the physical and social

sciences

the current view of
big bang theory and

humanity among thinkers involves a mixture of the

the theories of chemical and biological evolution

according to the big bang theory the universe originally existed as a

ibid
bid

661
661bid

24

ibid 25
bid

61
61bid
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massively dense point

after the point exploded the universe began to

expand and over billions of years the earth was formed through stellar
forces

according to popular theories on evolution primates have arisen from a
primordial soup through stages of amino acids proteins trilo
trilobites
bites and

eventually to warm
blooded vertebrates which had clavicles and well
warmblooded
developed hands and brains

particular species of primates evolved over

millions of years becoming erect and progressively fabricating and using

tools of stone bronze and iron

these ancestors and

modern humans have further evolved from

will continue to

adapt and progress theories that

encompass the entire process described above normally discount the
existence of an afterlife

human beings who have died live on only

in

the

chemically stored memory of future generations

when thinkers view themselves and humanity they see one of the
infinite collection of systems that exist in the universe

place for humanity

thus development

there

is impersonal and

is no special

should

concentrate on increased knowledge rather than specifically targeting the
development of human beings

feelers
feelers on the other hand believe that the human being
evolution of parts and systems

is more

than an

whether or not they subscribe to the above

theories feelers sense that the physical body houses an inner being those
91

who subscribe to the theory of evolution often believe that humanity has
jumped outside the normal evolutionary forces and at some time self

awareness andor intelligence dawned

in

the uniqueness

humanity

intelligence surpasses all other reality in importance

of the

167

world view
those feelers who do not accept the wholly secularized worldview

often support the concept of human spirits

under this scenario god or

some other force has placed spirits into bodies

188
68

thus distinguishing

humanity from all other life again placing the human being at the center of

concern

development theories which incorporate a feelers viewpoint ensure that
the human being or humanity as a whole progress
knowledge may be relevant
if

in

the

pursuit of abstract

development efforts but may be a hindrance

carried too far at the expense of human lives

the sensation
the

intuitive continuum

intuitive axis in figure
horizontal sensation
sensationintuitive

human perceptions

1

defines the range of

on one pole the intuitive individual sees the world

in

non tangible
holistic terms and relies on imagination and other inward nontangible

means to obtain information about the outside world

the sensation
167

ibid

on the other extreme

inclined individual relies on the five senses to analyze and

25

gasome
easome
some beliefs including those within LDS theology allow for the existence of spirits in
other animals and plants however according to these beliefs the human spirit normally is
closer in form andor nature to god

92

measure concrete values

169

sensation types
sensation types believe that sight sound touch smell and taste are
the avenues by which outside reality travels to the mind

in

recent years

research concerning the susceptibility of the senses has increased

amputees feel a missing limb

170

the eye sees mirages

an item that reflects only to the optic nerve

or smooths over

despite these problems the

replicability of experiments assures sensation
inclined individuals that the
sensationinclined

senses generally transmit reality
sensation types also believe that a series of measured discrete
observations either support or contradict a theory

any observable

contradictions yield an ineffective theory which should then be discarded

supportive evidence merely adds to previous evidence and assures the mind

that a theory

is more likely

the sensation type
concrete things

in

to be true

lives in the present and wants to experience

the present or near present under this viewpoint

development efforts should concentrate on individuals or detail attempting
to understand or help moment by moment

large theories exist too far away

from reality theories may help somewhat but many people are too
idealistic and need to be doused in reality
bid 25

691
691bid
ibid
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james

touching the phantom
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discover june 1993

Intuit
ives
intuitives

rather than viewing the world from a linear cause and effect
perspective the intuitive individual lives in a world of dynamic interactions

there are so many variables interacting with each other that apparent
contradictions will always exist

undue concentration on the present the

obvious the simple and the concrete ignores systemic reality

to the

intuitive individual the whole is greater than the sum of the

parts when viewed dynamically systems often parallel and complement
each other the intuitive individual seeks understanding of these large
parallel phenomena across fields and shuns narrow observational study

within the viewpoint of the intuitive individual development efforts
should seek phenomenon that work across systems

too

much concern

over a particular village or profession will ignore systems such as
interdisciplinary research democracies and poverty

after officials leave a

particular assignment the forces of the systems will eventually overcome
myopic development work and move the village or idea back to an
equilibrium point
THE QUADRANTS

each quadrant combines the effects and characteristics of two of the
four poles described previously

the

following sections analyze the

perspective of each quadrant providing examples and commentary from
various fields

As some of these worldviews
world views probably differ from the

94

readers own perspectives

it may be wise to

contemplate the examples

A

quick reading will rarely enlighten a persons true understanding of someone
world view
elses worldview

the

following sections describe types of scientists that are located in

the far corners of their respective quadrants this is not to imply than any
individual is stuck at certain point on the graph

many people see the world

from a variety of perspectives based on the time or the circumstances
world views when
however many do not consider the benefits of other worldviews

scientists become more polar

in

their worldview
world view they lose the ability to

communicate with others located on different distant corners of the graph
and thus they also lose some ability to be useful to the world

the analytical scientist
according to mitroff and kilmann the analytical scientist falls

in

the

thinker sensation quadrant and reduces reality into parts seeking to
discover laws through impersonal formal investigation consisting of analysis
and measurement

these investigations are value free separating the

observer from the object of study through accumulation of experiments
and logical processes the body of knowledge increases linearly through
171

time

within the analytical scientists worldview
world view the scientific method is the

171

mitroff and kilmann 32
33
3233
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basis of knowledge

however important observations often are ignored

172
igms172
paradigms172
paradigms
because the analytical scientist works within large parad
that are

intolerant of outlying radical ideas that contradict the norm
during the nineteenth century the social sciences became prominent
and began to mimic the methods of the physical sciences

173

while the

physical sciences provided a simpler backdrop for experimentation social

scientists believed that the human being and human groups behaved

once the laws were known

deterministically like physical phenomenon

social scientists could predict human behavior

the social sciences were to be value free

in

As in the physical sciences

recent years there has been a

growing backlash against applying analysis and measurement techniques to

the social sciences

174

programs have yielded some devastating results

including the further impoverishment of many of the poor

nevertheless

within professional social science publications generally accept papers

based on observational data
it has become popular to ridicule previous development effort because of

172

A paradigm is a

will be

pattern or view of the world under which scientists work paradigm

discussed later

works within the scientific method in the 1960s karl popper added the
element of falsifiability to the classical conception of the scientific method A later
irme lakatos proposed that science should accept a new theory only
philosopher of science irmo
if has all the explanatory power of theory one predicts new phenomena and experiment
now york harper
new
ian G issues in science and religion new
confirms the predictions barbour lan
Torch books 1966 148
torchbooks
173

the AS

page smith killing the spirit higher education in america new york penguin
252
books 1990 250
250252
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their failures

As the analytical scientists dominated social science they

now receive the brunt of criticism we must remember that people in time
periods lived with different pressures information and standards
additionally though development officials of the past clearly made mistakes

they also achieved successes as described later

example of analytical science
in

the social sciences the inability to control variables

liability

is a

serious

bernell stone don adolphson and tom miller have developed a

new technique that groups data into a series of portfolios

with linear

optimization techniques the spread of an independent variable x is
maximized between portfolio

values from

1

to

n

the

1

175
and portfolio nn175
with equally incremented

linear program also constrains selected variables to

be equal in each portfolio

in

effect this technique varies x while keeping

other variables constant after the groups are formed the experimenter

computes the value of the dependent variable y for each portfolio and plots
the independent and dependent variables on a two dimensional graph

with this technique experimenters can isolate the effects of social
variables

for example one can find the effect of dividend values on total

return with the size of the company held constant

or one could test the

effect of height on weight with the arm length set constant

176

the variable

n usually refers

to the last of a group

97

the technique

in this case it is the last portfolio

opens up endless possibilities for experiments

1711
178
176

views
education

american universities have historically reduced aspiring students to a
vector of variables GPA SAT or ACT score high school rank etc through
theory and observation administrators have developed functions which
combine various elements of a human vector and assign a score

functional

students receive high scores and are welcomed into the school less
functional students receive low scores and receive a form letter

the functional students enter a

clinical sterile environment consisting of

various paradigms unsullied by the pernicious concept of value

the

students learn facts and supportable theories along with the assertion that
the human being is just a speck

in

the universe

professors are primarily concerned with research so that they remain at
the cutting edge of their discipline the professor can then dispense the
latest facts of the field

the knowledge trickles down

knowledgeable to the studious

from the

after several years the students leave the

university enter industry and propagate new ideas

from the analytical

scientists point of view teachers can easily concentrate too much on

176

adolphson and tom W miller optimal data selection
and grouping an extension of traditional response surface methodology to observational
studies involving noncontrolled empirical data generation advances in mathematic
programming and financial planning vol 4 1993 3968
39 68
bernell

K

stone donald

A
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students and lose sight of the steadily moving scientific field of which they
are a part

business economics and the theory of modernization
under their traditionally accepted paradigm the analytical scientist
believes that business and economics are the roots of society

two

variables measure the success of these fields profit and GNP

in

profit andor shareholder wealth has become the pivotal statistic

business
if a

corporation posts a profit then it has performed well
As part of the profit motive corporations have begun to utilize present

value analysis which assumes that earlier cash flows are more valuable than

future flows value today is worth more than value in the future
interested

in long

while

term profitability corporations completely under the

present value analysis mindset
mindret do not concern themselves with the
environment or the welfare of the community
MBA schools reinforce

models

the profit motive and present value analysis

for two years students study a mixture of analytical techniques

and case studies geared toward these assumptions

professors having

learned these models while students or while seeking to stay on the cutting

edge of their disciplines reinforce these values in their students

the

students then enter the business world as leaders and perpetuate the
paradigm
in addition to

the profit motive and shortterm
short term thinking statistics
99

permeate business practice

As snapshots in time statistics purportedly

describe how the business has performed

better statistics mean more

more profit means that more wealth has been created for society and

profit

is available for

investment

economic growth

in

investment will spur new technology and

the end per capita GNP measures the sum of

all

business activity divided by the number of people and reflects the welfare of

the society
in

177

1960 wait
walt rostow formed the takeoff
take off model

1711
178

which attempted to

describe the general law that determines the welfare of all societies

under

traditional primitive societies resisted change and had low levels
this theory traditionalprimitive
of technology

underdeveloped nations needed to develop infrastructures

open the class structure achieve national unity and seek other

achievements

in

order to prepare for a take
off stage
takeoff

once prepared the

nation would take off into a period of selfperpetuating
self
perpetuating growth which would
lead to a modern society

179

modernization theory has roots in the takeoff
take off model and elements of

the theory of evolution and the philosophies of science and business
according to the theory new business and transfers of technology lead to

mobert
robert
Foresman Little
robert J gordon macroeconomics ath
5th ed glenville illinois scott foresmanlittle
brown higher education 1990 3 5
177

178see
see W W

non
rostow the stages of growth a noncommunist
communist manifesto cambridge

university press 1961
179jan
jan

knippers black development
West view press 1991 2425
24 25
westview

in

theory and practice bridging the gap boulder

100

new capital which lead to more production with in turn leads to a higher

growth

GNP

is inevitable

uni
and unidirectional
directional

early development methods under modernization theory concentrated
on improving business and economic statistics

thus positive business and

economic indicators were seen as positive not only for business and
economy but for individuals families and villages as well

the

dominican republic and the analytical scientist

until recently very few citizens of the united states visited the

dominican republic

policy was often based on the opinions of the few

influential americans who lived there

ambassador tapley bennett for

example almost singlehandedly instigated the 1965 invasion based on his
erroneous opinions concerning communism in the dominican republic

180
80

in

general leading experts formulated development strategies from afar
ever since world war
GNP

paradigm

11
II

development officials have worked under the

though this paradigm has lost some influence

years GNP statistics remain prominent
1992

Bo

8
181

in

in

recent

world development report

the world bank lists countries by their per capita GNP and divides

bomichael
michaei
michael J kryzanek and howard

J wiarda the politics of external influence

in

the

dominican republic new york praeger 1988 46 howard J wiarda and michael J
kryzanek the dominican republic A caribbean crucible boulder westview
West view press 1992
44

at al world development report 1992 development and the
andrew steer prep et
environment new york oxford university press 1992
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them into four categories low income lower middle income higher middle
income and upper income

the dominican republic

lower
middle income category
lowermiddleincome

182
112

barely reaches the

indicating greater prosperity than some

mainly african nations but less prosperity than most nations

the
GNP

GNP paradigm mandates

to accomplish

that nations must maximize their per capita

this objective a diverse economy must flourish

for

those who do not have a strong economy development entails establishing
businesses at various points across the nation

in addition

to roads and

power plants that support and connect the businesses

after the death of trujillo

in 1961

gulf and western sugar became the

largest american business to enter the dominican republic

buying eight

percent of the arable land gulf and western became the largest sugar
producer

in

the country though gulf and western provided work the

country actually lost a lot of control of its major industry

in addition

there

are substantiated reports that the company had the union leader killed and

then destroyed the union without a union present the company lowered
wages and hired haitians for extremely low wages wages dominicans
would not accept

183

following the entrance of gulf and western and other corporations the

182

ibid
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penny lernoux cry of the people the struggle for human rights in latin
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1982 236241
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dominican government passed the industrial law in 1968

category

A of

the law describes free zones that are designed to entice foreign business

the government constructed factories that

foreign businesses occupied

providing work for thousands of dominicans

the

foreign corporations were

offered many concessions such as tax reduction in addition to the low

wages they could pay the workers

184
114

by 1992 the country had established

19 free zones across the country with 90 businesses including exxon
Citi bank etc free zone businesses now export more than 850
texaco citibank
million dollars worth of products each year which of

thus the free zones have been a success

if GNP is

course adds to GNP

186
185

considered the measure

of development success
in addition

to businesses
est the US government became interested
business

dominican republic as well as in other parts of the world
president truman issued the point

IV

in

in

the

1949

proposal during his inaugural address

fourth we must embark on a bold new program for making the
benefits of our scientific advances and industrial progress available for
the improvement and growth of underdeveloped areas
I believe
that we should make available to peace loving peoples
the benefits of our store of technical knowledge in order to help them
realize their aspirations for a better life and in cooperation with other
nations we should foster capital investment in areas needing
1

184

for the first years corporations in free zones only had to pay 25 of the normal tax
beli
beit
belt
bell the dominican
ian beil
rate after 5 years the rate increased to 50 of the normal lan
republic
lic
ilc westview
349 153
Westview press boulder 1981 349153
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8283
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ailen
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development

186

mind set
mindret
the comments evidence an analytical scientists mindset

in

what

became the impetus for development overseas truman implied that the
united states was superior to the poor countries due to scientific advances

the

and industrial progress

investment

solution for poverty began with capital

capital investment leads to more business which leads to a

higher GNP and a higher GNP is good
in 1961

congress combined various agencies into

USAID which

became the official agency for overseas development

USAID has provided

bilateral assistance for economic growth and food aid

in addition to USAID

other large agencies aid foreign countries including the world bank the
international

american development bank

monetary fund IMF

01313
IDB

the united states has

each of these institutions

and the international

historically held a large stake in

1137
1117
187

between 1946 and 1987 the united states government supplied the
dominican republic with

1313200000

non food development purposes
toward nonfood
in his inaugural

of aid

785.000000
785000000 went

38
188

address of 1961 president kennedy restated the reason

that the united states offered aid
boyd wennergren et at the united states and world poverty washington DC
seven locks press 1989 3435
34 35
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to those people

the huts and villages of half of the globe struggling
to break the bonds of misery we pledge our best efforts to help them
help themselves for whatever is required not because the communist
may be doing it not because we seek their votes but because it is
right if a free society cannot help the many who are poor it cannot
save the few who are rich 188
in

USAID worked within

the theory of modernization to promote growth

for latin america specifically president kennedy strengthened eisenhowers
development policies and instituted the alliance for progress

the

dominican republic one of the showcase countries received more aid per
capita from the united states than any other latin american country

igo
190
90

many of the goals of the alliance were stated in statistical measurable

terms these included economic growth of 25
2.5
25

or more a year a more

equitable share of income reduced unemployment increased food
production elimination of adult illiteracy prolonging life expectancy etc
in

91
191

1963 the US provided the dominican republic with 100 million dollars

but two years later rival factions began a civil war which stalled
development
in

the 1970s USAID and

IDB

helping the economy grow from 10

poured in aid to the dominican republic
per year

12

boporter
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porter david US economic foreign aid
Bo
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192
miracle192
helped mainly the middle and wealthy classes and those in the
miracle
193

city

for example

IDB

led 229
and USAID funnel
funnelled
22.9
229 million and 7 million

dollars respectively to the dominican republic for the construction of a dam

the increase
areas

in

electricity helped urban dwellers and ignored the most rural

194

with the basic needs legislation of 1973 the united states eventually
tried to scale down projects but the reagan administration eventually

renewed emphasis on large scale projects

in

recent years USAID has

sharply curtailed aid assistance to the dominican republic to focus on other
195

parts of the world

between 1965 and 1990 the dominican republic obtained an annual
GNP growth of

23

23
2.3

during the same time period the united states

experienced a rate of 1.7
17

198

thus development efforts helped the

dominican republic achieve the main goal rapidly growing GNP
unemployment rates still hover around 30

197

the unemployed

however
rural poor

shantytowns
have flocked to the cities only to live in shanty
towns sometimes living
192joaqufn
joaquin
joaqufn balaguer has been president of the dominican republic for several terms
during the 1970s the economy grew rapidly under his presidency
193

black

194

bell 322

Or

1

the dominican republic 65

ganda
wiarda
Warda
wanda and kryzanek

A

138
caribbean crucible 137
137138

steer 218
219 economic growth
218219

in

the united states far exceeded that

dominican republic in nominal terms
197

wiarda and kryzanek A caribbean crucible 85
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in

the

precariously on a

hill

or near rivers of waste

increased GNP has really helped the poor and

one must question whether
if

there are not more

meaningful ways of discerning development than those provided by the
analytical model

summary the analytical scientist and development

the analytical scientist views
numbers

development in terms of statistics and

under the umbrella of widely accepted paradigms scientists focus

on how to improve a few key variables without necessarily concentrating on
human beings

in

the dominican republic key economic variables include

GPA profitability and the present value of future investment

it is impossible to indicate precisely the relational dependency of

statistical growth to development efforts

however aid has helped to

improve infrastructure through the construction of roads power plants and
buildings used as factories

despite this GNP has grown erratically

however most benefits seem to have escaped the poorest dominicans

the conceptual theorist
according to mitroff and kilmann the conceptual theorist envisions
hypothetical general laws and falls in the feeler sensation quadrant

once

again laws are value free but conceptual theorists challenge knowledge
and believe conflicting observations are the norm

A

scientist should

constantly rethink everything from a broad perspective

107

theories are not

tied down to numbers observations and statistics but to hypothetical

systems of thought
in

198

1962 thomas kuhn published

the structure

of the scientific

revolutions199
revolutions 199 after examining the way science was really done

according

to kuhn scientists were not contributing to an ever increasing pool of
knowledge but adding incremental amounts to small distinct pools of
knowledge

these pools are termed paradigms under which scientists work for an
unspecified period of time developing theories and contributing
As time passes anomalies or

incremental knowledge to the paradigm

contradictions to the paradigm are discovered in increasing numbers
incremental knowledge within the paradigm continues while the community
tries to squeeze from it every ounce of knowledge
community ignores the anomalies

for a time the

but after some time a crisis ensues in

which a variety of anomalies force rejection of the paradigm and the search
for another begins

once scientists formulate a new paradigm they begin

anew without any transferability of previous knowledge

kuhns models disturbed the scientific community his analysis of
science seemed to describe what actually happened
however his assumption that knowledge

is

in

the real world

not transferable has been widely

19smitroff
mitroff and kilmann 54
55
5455

99see
see thomas S kuhn

of chicago press 1962

the structure of the
108

scientific revolutions chicago university

criticized

most people feel that some experiences and knowledge travel

between paradigms especially the conceptual theorist
A

conceptual theorist would agree with kuhn that analytical scientists

spend too much time on detail within a paradigm

when caught up

in

detail

analytic scientists ignore the whole in order to focus intently on a few

variables in contrast conceptual theorists work across paradigms
recognizing that there are contradictions in the observable data

they

accept that as part of life unlike kuhn they believe that the scientific world
continually increases in its understanding of the systems that form the basis

of existence
in

development practice conceptual theorists believe that officials

should avoid stopgap measures and responding only to present needs and

pressures

individual programs that do not fit within a foreign culture will be

swept away once the foreigners leave and terminate the influx of money and
resources
example of conceptual theorist science
until recently the fields of science had fragmented considerably and

scientists of different fields had little basis upon which to communicate

this trend

is

reversing itself as evidenced by the discovery of catalytic

antibodies
in all chemical reactions molecules begin

as starting materials travel

through a transition state and then finish as a different molecule
109

the

reaction time can be costly

to

quicken the process chemists use enzymes

to stabilize the transition state
in

Jumping 200 by nobel laureate sir derek barton
what is termed gap jumping200

scientists combined information from two fields to formulate a remarkable
technique peter schultz at the university of california berkeley and
richard lehner at the scripps institute of oceanography independently
discovered the technique of forming catalytic antibodies which may
eventually save business millions of dollars
knowing that the body creates antibodies biology to dispose of foreign

objects the two scientists found molecules chemistry that were similar
shape to the molecules

in

in

the transition state and injected them into rats

the rats made antibodies which schultz and lehner

isolated

when the

isolated antibodies were introduced into the original reaction they acted as

enzymes speeding up the reaction by a factor of 1000

the

procedure for catalytic antibodies developed through knowledge

accumulated under two different paradigms

ie

biology and chemistry

had

the two pools of knowledge never crossed the discovery would never have
been made

201

within the worldview
world view of the conceptual theorist development efforts

20osee
see

chemical

ron dagani
&

texas adms
a&ms derek H R barton wins 1995 priestly medal
engineering news 23 may 1994 29
32
2932.
2932

20richard
richard A lerner stephen J benkovic and peter G schultz at the crossroads of
chemistry and immunology catalytic antibodies science 3 may 1991 659667
659 667
20
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must parallel the discovery of catalytic antibodies

that

is people of all

fields must look beyond their professional paradigm and discovery hidden

mysteries of science

views

the conceptual theorist
in

the classroom many times

believes that the knowledge dispensed as fact
is

distorted reality teachers and students

need to constantly question their assertions

unfortunately development

officials often believe that they have great stores of knowledge or a nearly

flawless paradigm and carry distorted views into the real world feeling no
need to learn

according to robert chambers

those who acquire formal education and training then have a personal
stake in the system if they live and work in rural areas they derive
their status partly from their positions as bearers of modern
knowledge school teachers health workers agricultural extension
staff and other rural officials look upwards and towards the centre for
authority and enlightenment they like others with formal education
and training need to believe that the knowledge and skills they have
acquired are superior and that the uneducated and untrained rural
people are ignorant and unskilled 202

chambers describes other outsider biases

for example outsiders often

velling to distant areas and listening to the very poor
travelling
avoid tra

the areas

are

too far and dirty and the people they believe are too ignorant thus
development programs have centered on the elite poor in urban and semirural areas

202

while acknowledging that the criticism coming from negative

robert chambers rural development putting the last first new york john wiley

sons 1983 76

in

&

academics has forced development officials to review questionable policies

chambers strongly asserts that arrogance and bias have spoiled many
development programs

203

officials impose a three or four variable theory on

a complex situation assuming they know more than

those who have lived

there for years
proponents of new social indicators seek to escape the one variable
mindset
mindret and involve many distinct areas of life within one framework

for

example ISEW or the daly cobb index of sustainability to the world
includes the effects of consumption income disparities loss of farmland

ozone depletion and other measures
physical variables

however it

in

a complex interaction of social and

is very difficult

to obtain accurate statistics

ISEW had been calculated
through 1990 only the united states SEW

the statistic at least through 1990 is meaningless for comparison

204

thus
in

addition statistics involving many variables have a greater susceptibility to
error and the danger remains that scientists will begin seeking to improve the
ISEW

at the expense of the whole

in summary

the conceptual theorist

challenges the narrow focus of the

analytical scientist and seeks understanding of interrelationships across
paradigms

bid

2031
2031bid
ibid

however

in

the past analytical scientists did not have access

13 25
1325

204

saying
204lester
savino the planet how to
lester R brown christopher flavin and sandra postel saving
shape an environmentally sustainable global economy new
now york W W norton & co
new
1991 121130
121 130
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to the amount of information conceptual theorists now have concerning
dominican systems

because

in

but pure analytical scientists would not care

their mind reality is the same everywhere

the

dominican republic and the conceptual theorist
perspective

when the US marines arrived

in

santo domingo

in

1916 they found

after president jimenez and the senate

an illiterate poor population

resigned the united states set up a military rule that lasted for 8 years
during that time dominicans and americans came to know each other for

the first time

205

during the rule the united states made its first efforts to improve the

at the time 90

lot of the dominican people
illiterate with only

of the population was

18000 attending school within

a year

100000

students attended school the marines also built roads and instituted

the concrete

several public works projects

physical signs of roads in

addition to an increase of children in school marked clear progress as the

dominican people became more like an american society
A

2011
2061
206

conceptual theorist would declare the programs shortsighted
short sighted

michael J kryzanek noted

this was the height of arrogance and

for an account of the military
fon

occupation of the united states in the dominican
republic during 1916
1924 see ivan musicant the banana wars new york macmillan
19161924
publishing company 1990 235284
235 284

bid 272

2061
2061bid
ibid
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paternalism on our part but political leaders pointed to the evidence of

progress
1progress

in

the dominican republic

207

the marines established

that demonstrated growth but failed to realize the

the

situation

programs

full dimensions of

the

people were simply unable to continue the reforms and

inwardly sought a strong leader who would rule them
pulling out a void existed

with the marines

that needed to be filled rafael trujillo plugged

the gap

after trujillo took over he raised literacy rates and ushered
growth
Hait ians
haitians

he also accumulated 60
208

to americans

of the land and killed

in

economic

35000
20000
2000035000

however the dominican republic remained a

distant reality and besides americans cared mostly about the threat of
communism though there were reports of trujillos brutality the emerging
fear of communism overshadowed all else trujillo realized his power lay

in

pacifying americans so he embarked on a public relations campaign to

demonstrate that he was the defender of democracy

209

A

conceptual

theorist might suggest that the US leaders focused too much on the
variable of democracy and lost sight of other important realities such as the
value of life

despite the brutality the american focus on democracy was

understandable considering that veterans vividly remembered world war

207

kryzanek and wiarda 34
8biack
black

the dominican republic

27

20owiarda
wiarda and kryzanek 36

114

11
II

and fear of communism pervaded the country
finally in 1965 the US intervened
intervenedinin a dominican civil war which had

erupted near santo domingo apparently ambassador bennett insulted
rebel leaders and spread the word to washington that communist

0 O these were actually
sympathizers were winning the battle 210
ests
constitutionalists
ists who supported the duly elected juan bosch
constitutional

feel this was a crucial moment in dominican history

the

historians

dominican people

211
were about to forge their own destiny and create their own democracy 21

due to the closeness of another communist state
the US sent troops and ended the rebellion
appeared to be a good thing

in

in

the caribbean

ie cuba

terminating the bloodshed

the short run but regarding the dominican

people and for the development of a true democracy many feel the intrusion

was costly
summary the conceptual theorist and development

the conceptual theorist

views development holistically

rather than

concentrating on a few key variables scientists work across paradigms
constantly reevaluating their knowledge

development involves a system of

innumerable variables of which only one is the human being

the united states

has intervened militarily twice in the dominican

long term
republic both times short term development has hindered longterm
OBell
bell
beil

21

21

94

giarda
wiarda and kryzanek 45
viarda
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growth

intervention has actually inhibited the implementation of a

democracy and has helped to maintain dominican dependence on the united

states

thus the conceptual humanist would say that development

policy in

the dominican republic has focused to closely on narrow objectives rather
than examining the entire dominican system of course it

is

always much

twenty five years later than to make a holistic decision
easier to criticize twentyfive

in

the midst of a crisis

the conceptual humanist
according to mitroff and kilmann the conceptual humanist falls

in

the

feeler intuitive quadrant and views humanity as the centerpiece of the
universe

not a disinterested bystander the conceptual humanist includes

himself
herself
himselfherself

in

the story of development

stories form an essential

ingredient of the conceptual humanists method because they provide the

hardest body of evidence and the best method of problem definition

the overriding
of

greatest increase

212

aim of science for the conceptual humanist is the
in human

welfare for the largest number of people

213

rather than pursuing impartial knowledge the conceptual humanist seeks a
strong society as the ultimate goal of development

212

mitroff and kilmann 93

21

3mitroff
dmitroff
mitroff

and kilmann 92
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example of conceptual humanist science

an idea
humanist

in

A

chaos theory closely parallels the viewpoint of the conceptual

computer can plot a series of dots based on a simple

mathematical formula and a random number generator

the

random number

generator prohibits the impartial observer from predicting the location of the
next dot

however the mathematical formula prevents plotting within

particular areas

with some algorithms thousands of iterations merge

random points into a recognizable symbol
derived a clearly discernable fern leaf

21
215r

214

one algorithm

the

in

particular has

points and random movement

are important only in that they finally form a picture

the conceptual humanist views humanity

in much

the same way

the

dots represent the people and the fern leaf represents humanity in terms of
development individuals may have to sacrifice for the good of humanity
individual destiny is not as crucial as the progress of the human family

views
under the leadership of analytical scientists technology and business
inevitably led to desired growth

business managers felt good about

themselves making millions of dollars because they were supposedly helping
the poor
214

by establishing plants in foreign countries they provided jobs and

pinsky
surpinsky
Sur
wrote one of these algorithms that produced a kurpinsky
triangle the whole process rested on two or three mathematical equations and a random
number generator
A mediocre C programmer

1I

215
215james

james gleick chaps
makina a new science new york penguin books 1987 238
chaos making

117

however in the name of progress the

helped to jumpstart the economy

2111
aid216
of
illustrates
foreign aid
illustr
underside
ates numerous examples where business
ald illusor

hurt rather than helped the people

these examples give credence to

dependency theory which stated that wealthy nations grew even more
powerful by exploiting poor nations

foreign firms extracted raw materials

and processed them in their own countries thus stripping third world nations
of their natural resources

while corporations and wealthy landowners received loans the destitute
had no access to credit

according to progress most loans to foreign

countries were lowinterest
low interest loans
have the means
the world bank wants to be sure that its debtors
by definition this excludes the poor 217
to repay the loans

thus loans are available only to governments or to the

rich

adams

quotes allan maceachen canadian secretary of state for external affairs
industries in the third world are major employers just as they are
elsewhere the third world has problems of unemployment often
exacerbated by severe underemployment the situation is often
chronic in the cities and without the energy provided to support
industries it would be considerably worse 218

however adams provides many examples where large projects
destroyed the lives of thousands

in

ghana for example a new dam

apatricia
spatricia
progress
sP
patricia
uress
atricia adams and lawrence soloman in the name of Pro
foreign aid toronto energy probe research foundation 1985
21

217

21

ibid

28

81bid
ibid

41
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the underside

of

displaced 100000 people 12000 of which were hired in new industry and
fishing

88000 people lost their way of

find work

life and moved

to other areas to

219

from the conceptual humanist perspective development problems stem
from the analytical scientists education system because it ignores the

centrality of human beings in the universe

220
sgirit220
spirit220
killing the Spirit
describes how

the story of humanity has been taken out of education
thing as a market place of ideas

there

is no such

professional fields have subdivided
sub divided and

have so entrenched themselves in complex verbiage that they cannot talk
intelligently to experts in other fields

they have developed their own

vocabulary that is blind to the things which are complex and mysterious

each profession

is

so ingrained within a paradigm that professors within it

do not look up and see the people

additionally professors are so enamored

with research and grants that they ignore teaching

what they are clearly

pursuing with far more dedication than the truth is big bucks
in school

222

students are instructed to learn the known rather than to

explore the unknown

knowledge is compartmentalized and papers that step

outside the boundaries andor include values are discouraged
219
218

ibid

jn
42

220 page

smith killing the spirit higher education
books 1990

in

america new york penguin

22the
the things which are mysterious and complex refer to characteristics of humanity
smith 4
222

ibid

221
22

13
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chambers mentions that positive practitioners are the other group of
foreigners the other were negative academics that deal with natives of poor
nations

development practitioners act like professors and focus on

achieving one objective so that their achievement would be known to their

peers and superiors

they are doing

they do not listen to the poor because they know what

223

the conceptual humanist

would inject human drama back into

education and ultimately into development work those who see the plight
of humanity should not search for solutions in an impartial accumulation of

truth but in a personal quest to improve the human race

the

dominican republic and the conceptual humanist

to a conceptual
poverty

humanist the dominican republic weaves a story of

value free analyses do not capture the
statistical measures and valuefree

essence of the dominican republic and its people even though measures
such as

HDI

or the human development indicator do represent a more

acceptable measure of development
conceptual humanist sees poverty

224

like the conceptual theorist the

in holistic

and culture of the people into the equation
in an

terms but also pulls the values

one responds to their plight not

abstract manner but as an interested person who wants to help by

223

33 35
chambers 3335

224

the HDI focuses

resources

on human being ie longevity knowledge and command over
however it remains a snapshot in time ignoring dynamic interactions

120

listening to the message that poor societies inwardly scream

according to rosemary vargas lundius

approaches

terms of unemployment and underdevelopment could
be very misleading when trying to grasp the magnitude of the
employment problem to identify its causes and find possible
solutions 225
in

combining vargas lundius statement with the accounts found in cry of

the people a human drama unfolds where poverty has engulfed the masses
and development officials concern themselves more with capital than with

however

life

E F

schumacher

in

the tone of a conceptual humanist

stated that development does not start with goods it starts with people
226

and their education

after trujillo became dictator he and his family eventually acquired
between 50 60

vargas lundius

of the arable land in the dominican republic according to
227

if

concentration of land

the latter figure

is in

is

accurate such an extreme

absolute opposition to a conceptual humanists

dream after trujillos death the new government began to redistribute land
but very little was actually allotted to the peasants today two percent of

the landowners own 55

of the cultivable area

228

As families grow the

22

rosemary vargas lundius peasants in distress poverty and unemployment
rRosemary
dominican republic boulder westview
Westview press 1991 59
22eE F schumacher small is beautiful economics as
london blond & briggs ltd 1972 178
227
228

vargas lundius 91

vargas
228vargas

however also see bell 283

lundius 171
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if

people really mattered

in

the

poor have less and less land on which to farm

distant from the towns the

children may not have a chance to go to a good school or any school at all

therefore the people have less land and little opportunity for a quality
education
in
in

the work of nations

229

robert reich stresses

like

schumacher that

todays international forum educated people not businesses add value to

the country

he suggests that nations should invest

in

their people

basic needs legislation in 1973 expanded the focus of development
efforts to the poor

in doing

so persons concerned with development

focused not only on helping the poor but on helping the poor help

themselves
clearly the conceptual humanist emphasizes quality universal
education

however when a government builds a wall around a giant

lighthouse so that visitors cannot see the shanty
shantytowns
towns one wonders
poor have any chance of escape

the dominican government

if

the

eliminated

thousands of homes to create space for a symbol and the displaced families
had to move to move elsewhere

most conceptual humanists would say

that humanity did not improve as a result of the lighthouse and that the
lighthouse far from representing success symbolized the concentration of
wealth in the hands of the few some would say the same about
development projects in general
229

21st
robert reich the work of nation preparing ourselves for 21
st century capitalism

new york alfred

A

knopf 1991

122

summary

the conceptual humanist

the conceptual humanist

and development

views development holistically and in human

terms progress occurs when the human family begins acting as one
symbol

for this to occur individuals must make sacrifices

the history

of the dominican republic conveys a story of poverty

programs ignored the poor and the poor remain destitute

early

from a

conceptual humanists point of view development programs should invest
in

the dominican people thus adding value to the nation through its people

the particular humanist
finally the particular humanist falls in the thinker

intuitive quadrant

and believes that the individual human being is more important than

accumulation of knowledge or the good of humanity in general

every

situation in life is different and individual case studies constitute the only
personal objectivity is a myth and timing and

valid scientific method

circumstance are extremely important
the most lasting impressions

230

person to person contacts make

the scientist

must become involved with the

observed individuals in order for development to take place
example of particular humanist science
in

les

Mise rables
miserables

23omitroff
mitroff and kilmann
231

231

jean valjean
vallean and a bishop provided the perfect

94 96
9496

19611
Mise rables new york fawcett premier 1961
victor hugo les miserables

123

examples of particular humanists
a

As an angry destitute man valjean
vallean stole

bishops silver basket when the police caught him and returned both him

and the basket to the bishop the bishop replied that he had given them to

valjean and queried why valjean
vallean had not taken some silver candlesticks as
well

the bishops

actions freed valjean
vallean to pursue a life of service

however

javert a police detective and an extension of an inflexible bureaucratic
system sought to administer social justice inhibiting valjean from achieving
his destiny

the

bishop by one act influenced jean valjean forever

in

turn valjean personally changed many individual lives for the better

views
most businessmen have heard of adam smiths

the wealth

of

232
nations232
nations and use it as a basis for their maximizing profit strategies

theony of moral
however they remain unaware of smiths the theory
sentiments233
Sentiments 233 written 15 years earlier

the great

worshippers
shippers and
mob of mankind are the admirers and wor
what may seem more extraordinary most frequently the disinterested
wor shippers of wealth and greatness 234
admirers and worshippers
As we have said several times universities normally do not claim to

232

adam smith an inquiry into the nature and causes of the wealth of nations new
york oxford university press 1993
233

adam smith the theory of moral sentiments new york oxford university press

1976
234
23411.
23411

ibid

62
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teach their students wisdom and virtue but the skills necessary to fit into
society

to attain

this envied situation the candidates for fortune too
frequently abandon the paths of virtue for unhappily the road which
leads to the one and that which leads to the other lie sometimes in
very opposite directions but the ambitious man flatters himself that
in the splendid situation to which he advanced he will have so many
means of commanding the respect and admiration of mankind and
will be enabled to act with such superior propriety and grace that the
lustre of his conduct will entirely cove or efface the foulness of the
steps by which he arrived at the elevation 235

smith believed that the invisible hand of competition would lead to a
functional society

in a beneficent society however

supplemented by virtue

in a

the invisible hand is

beneficent society everyone cares for one

another and hence development works from the bottom up
dominican republic and the particular humanist

the
in

recent years various agencies have used television commercials to

promote development

236

for a certain amount per month a sponsor can

improve the life of a poor child in the philippines the dominican republic or
in

other areas of the world

letters and pictures help to personalize the aid

and facilitate the building of a relationship

the efficacy
a particular

of a particular relationship cannot be measured

humanist would view these individual opportunities as more

efficacious than a sum of money given to a large agency
236

2311
2361

ibid

however

64

one of these

is

save the children

125

one on one
the oneonone

aspect allows greater opportunity for significant development as two people
communicate with each other even though distance still separates the
individuals
in

the dominican republic there are 12000 citizens of the united
val
valjean
jean but rarely is
each has the opportunity to be a jean VaI
vallean

states

237

done

the americans

homes and jobs

the city slums

I1

live in

it

the cities where there are supermarkets clean

rarely saw americans in the smaller towns and rarely in

to a

particular humanist this situation constitutes a

tragedy very few people took the opportunity to develop relationships with
the poor

in rural

areas

from the political humanist perspective true development will work only
as rich and poor work together to facilitate the actualization of their
individual destinies

summary

there are very few programs with such an emphasis

the

particular humanist and development

the particular humanist stresses the importance of the
that development occurs only as people

individual and

fulfill their individual destinies

programs should not sacrifice the few for the good of the many
A

particular humanist would say that development programs have

ignored the individual instead concentrating on universal needs or a top

down approach true development in the dominican republic will require

237

wiarda and kryzanek 75
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individuals with means to communicate their experiences with those who are
in

need

each relationship will strengthen the parties involved as they share

their talents and care for one another

conclusion
this chapter has viewed development from four different scientific
perspectives based on mitroffs and kilmanns extension of
personality types

the analytical scientist

field until recent years

GNP literacy

jungs

has dominated the development

rates and other measures are still

widely used but some question the validity and use of these measures

conceptual theorists and conceptual humanists believe that traditional
science has had too narrow of a focus and
different paradigms

is blind

to parallel ideas or

further the conceptual humanist and particular

humanist perspectives believe that the analytical scientist has minimized the
importance of humanity
it is

in

general and the individual in particular however

easier to criticize what has been than to predict the future

scientists did the best with what they had and as explained

in

analytic

chapter

5

have a role in the future as well
united states aid to the dominican republic has had mixed results
USAID and other organizations have helped

the government construct roads

and plants that have brought in businesses and provided thousands of jobs

analytical scientist

however these jobs havent reached the rural poor

fitted the rich and the elite poor rather than altering
and often have bene
benefitted

127

basic systems necessary for a functional society conceptual theorist

therefore despite structural advances the dominican story
conceptual humanist

is tragic

until people actually spend time and resources in

individual relationships the masses will remain poor particular humanist

the

third world

viewl2ointa238
Viewpoints 238 demonstrates the wide variety
opposing viewpoints238

of differences in development perspectives that exist

in

the book sets of

two authors each argue different sides of a particular issue for example
one section explains that food aid is beneficial while the other says that it is
harmful

239

another argues that capitalism can help the third world develop

while another argues against that assertion

such disagreements

will remain

world views but such dialogue
even after people understand each others worldviews
will aid in recognizing

world view discussed
that each worldview

in

this chapter may

have a time and place in society
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CHAPTER FOUR

development POLICY LDS perspective
development IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

DOCTRINE AND

ON

introduction
As with the catholic church one cannot understand the LDS view of

development without exploring the doctrine of god and the human being
unlike the catholic religion however the LDS church has had very little

contact with secular institutions

in

the dominican republic

in LDS

theology temporal growth constitutes an important part of the church
doctrine

however the church often seeks to establish a spiritual base and

an institutional church first

these first steps

lay a foundation upon which

the church can address temporal needs this chapter concentrates on the
spiritual and institutional growth of the church since that is what has
primarily occurred in the dominican republic to this point

world view human beings are sons and daughters of god
within the LDS worldview

who hope to return to the presence of god

life on earth provides the pre

mortal spirits of men and women with physical bodies and allows them to

choose between right and wrong those who come to christ grow
spiritually while those who knowingly and willingly reject christ spiritually
die

129

latterday
latter day saints believe that

in

the modern era christ called joseph

smith to become his prophet through which

all

essential knowledge

authority and ordinances would be made available to men and women
path 240 back to
bundled together these items form a strait and narrow path240

christ
in

the pearl of great price

241
history241
joseph
History
states that
smith
the

joseph smith became a prophet or gods spokesman after determinedly
searching for christs true church

confused by the multitude of extant

religions in the area joseph smith withdrew one day to a grove of trees and
prayed for guidance

he later testified that while he prayed god the father

and jesus christ visited him as separate persons in bodily form

instructed him to join none of them the churches
242

wrong

christ

for they were all

latterday
latter day saints believe that through these and subsequent

visions christ and various angels gradually restored the fullness of the

gospel through joseph smith to the earth

it is only through the restoration

according to LDS doctrine that humanity may again live with god in a future
world
in

2402
202

1978 LDS missionaries began serving in the dominican republic for

nephi 3118

strait means narrow and constricted rather than a line without bend

or curve
24

JSH

242jJSH
SH

1

119
130

the first time they believed that their message came from god and would
enrich the lives of dominican christians

since 1978 nearly fifty thousand

dominicans have been baptized and the organization of the church has
spread throughout the country

this chapter

will develop

answers to three questions concerning the

church development and the dominican republic
world view what is development
worldview

LDS

LDS
first within the IDS

secondly what general structures does

the LDS church believe god has organized to further development

lastly

how has the world leadership promoted development within the dominican

republic and how successful have these efforts been

THE LDS CHURCH AND

the goal life
we believe
in

development

with god as gods
gada

god the eternal father and
243
the holy ghost 24
in

the first article

in his

son jesus christ and

of faith states the foundation of LDS belief which

focuses on the godhead

joseph smiths record of his vision provides a

description of god the father and jesus christ joseph smith explained that

jesus christ and god the father exist as two separate personages with

243

article of faith

1

131

anthropomorphic bodies whose glory shines more brightly than the sun

the

holy ghost not mentioned in the first vision is described in the doctrine
and covenants as a personage of spirit
a body of flesh and bones as tangible as mans the
also but the holy ghost has not a body of flesh and bones but is

the father has

son
a personage of spirit

244

though consisting of three separate beings the godhead works for one
purpose the perfection of humankind

for this

is my work and my glory

bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of man

245

immortality means

241
life248
is living
living forever with a physical body and eternal life
ilfe

living life with

god as a god

the doctrine
the son dwell

to

gods

life or

247

and covenants describes the realm in which the father and

but they the angels reside

globe like a sea of glass and fire

248

in

the presence of god on a

latterday
latter day saints believe that at the

d&c 13022
dac
244

246

moses 139

d&c 191012
1910 12
dac

13237

god the father works primarily through jesus christ and the holy
ghost in order to accomplish his purposes the appearances of god the father are limited
to the beginning and end of time and to testify that jesus christ is his son
latterday
latter day saints believe that jesus christ was jehovah lord of the old testament
under the direction of god the father christ created the earth and all other temporal things
faith moroni
moroni stated that christ is the author and finisher of the members
64 As the author he bestows gifts of faith upon which people can act As the finisher
of the faith he redeems those who come to him and endured in faith to the end
according to the doctrine and covenants 13023 A man may receive the holy ghost
and it may descend upon him and not tarry with him As the third member of the
godhead he conveys the will of the father and the son to the souls of human beings
247

in LDS scripture

248d&c
dacd&c

1309
132

end of time the earth will also become celestialized and the godhead and

righteous fully developed human beings will dwell there

the

249

mortal mind cannot comprehend the majesty of god and his

dwelling place

however the holy ghost can be a constant guide that helps

prepare the righteous for future glory

christ and the church

latterday
latter day saints believe that god the father sent jesus christ to earth
to create and clear the pathway back to the father

that jesus
race

2250

is

LDS

scriptures witness

the christ the son of the living god and savior of the human

to convey

the human race back to the presence god the father

251
25
sacrifice251
and he also organized a church
christ performed the requisite sacrifice

251
252
211

by coming to christ through faith the principles and ordinances of the
gospel human beings learn the mysteries of god

2253

those who accept

christ begin traveling the strait and narrow path toward perfection

to

aid

the children of god christ bestows various gifts of virtue beginning with
faith and ending with charity
d&c 77
dac
249

while obtaining charity a person becomes

1

2rohelaman
helaman

2522 nephi

254

814 20
81420

alma

343

27

262

3 nephi 1211
121 matthew

253

o&cpeo
7610
dac

101

the process begins with faith
2the
athe

involves covenants and ordinances and continually
reshapes the spirits of men and women as they proceed through virtue knowledge

133

more like christ and can receive his presence and commune with him

the doctrine and covenants commands the members to seek the face

265
255

of

251
christ251
christ256
Christ 256
which is a command to develop oneself through the grace and

mercy of christ

the process the

plan of salvation

pre
preearth
earth life

within the LDS world
worldview
view all men and women existed in eternity with

god the pearl of great price explains that prior to life on earth each
individual existed as an intelligence

co eternal with god
coeternal

257

the

intelligence

forms the core of the human being and is the essence of human

difference

258

the book of moses
intelligences into spirits

259

explains that god the father organized
As spirits men and women varied in intelligence

according to their obedience to god

god foreordained some of the noble

temperance patience brotherly kindness godliness and finally charity see d&c
dac 4 2 peter

15
1599

2665

moroni

748

d&c 10138
dac
d&c 932930
9329 30
dac
267
268

intelligence is the light of truth or in other words the light of knowledge of things
throughout time thus intelligence is what recognizes true reality across the eons of time

dac 932429
269

moses

35 see also abr 322
134

260
21 conversely
and righteous spirits to special callings in the future earth life 280

one third of the spirits followed satan and were expelled from heaven
never to obtain a body

281
261

earth 262 for
after the spiritual creation christ created the physical earth262
humankind and adam and eve became the first spirits to receive bodies
and they dwelt in the garden of eden in a paradisiacal state

two barriers to development

the

fall
in

the garden of eden adam and eve faced a difficult decision they

2 63
earth263
and
had received two commandments to multiply and replenish the earth

evi
evl
to refrain from partaking of the fruit of the knowledge of good and evil
1

2264

according to lehi
if

260

adam had not transgressed he would not have fallen but would

abraham 323

261

As a member of the godhead jehovah was the greatest intelligence both christ and
satan supported different plans to continue the growth of the spirits satans plan would
have forced everyone to obey gods commandments christ supported the fathers will
which allowed humankind to come to earth obtain a body and retain agency after god
one third of the spirits
the father rejected satans plan satan left heaven along with onethird
one third of the spirits will never receive bodies and consequently will live forever
therefore onethird
in misery knowing that they never will be able obtain a body and develop further see d&c
dac

2936 37
293637

2113
2613

mosiah

38

moses

228

264

moses 317
284moses317

135

have remained in the garden of eden and all things which were
created must have remained in the same state in which they were
after they were created and they must have remained forever and
had no end and they would have had no children wherefore they
would have remained in a state of innocence having no joy for they
285
knew no misery doing no good for they knew no sin 265

had adam and eve remained

in

the garden of eden they would have

prolonged a peaceful existence but hindered the very development process
for which christ created the earth

after eating the fruit adam and eve were driven out of the garden of
2611
268

eden

confronted with good and evil they experienced agency and could

be held accountable for their actions

267

adams transgression simultaneously opened

and shut the gate to the

strait and narrow path his actions allowed men and women to be born
obtaining bodies and to retain the agency to choose between good and evil

adams transgression

but

also blocked eternal progress by raising two

substantial barriers temporal death and spiritual death together these
barriers would leave all imperfect human beings forever physically and
spiritually dead

however christ offered himself as the savior of humanity

to provide the means whereby the imperfect could become perfect

26r2

1

nephi

24
223
22324

I nephi 219

2662
2862

moses 732 before adam and eve left the garden of eden god placed cherubim and
a flaming sword around the tree of life had adam and eve remained and eaten the fruit of
the tree of life they would have been immediately immortal and bound by their sins
however god prevented adam from partaking and provided a time in which they and their
posterity could prepare and repent see alma 1221 24
267

136

by a process latter
day saints do not comprehend christ took upon
latterday
himself all the sins of the world while a mortal being

268

he willingly

performed this act in the garden of gethsemane and at calvary paying an
219
269
transgressions219
transgressions269
of the sons and daughters of god
infinite price for the transgressions

the third day after his crucifixion christ was resurrected physically
form

270

in

on

adult

christ then ascended to heaven sending the holy ghost and

establishing human leadership to guide the church
in LDS theology

christs atoning sacrifice provided the means for all the

sons and daughters of god to overcome sin and the power of his
resurrection extended immortality to all who pass through this life

resurrected beings

will eventually be judged and receive a reward or

punishment
men and women will not be held accountable for the consequences of

the fall

according to the second article of faith

we believe that man will be punished for his own sins and not

adams transgression

christ unconditionally removed any punishment for acts for which one
268

bonn as a son of god the father and mary
during the meridian of times jehovah was bom
born
he received not of the fullness at first but received grace for grace dac
d&c 9313 in his
life he increased in wisdom and stature luke 252 and provided a pattern by which the
human race could become like him if you keep my commandments you shall receive of his
fullness
fullness
therefore I say unto you you shall receive grace for grace dac
d&c 9320
1

269aima
2e8alma3412
3412

both the book of mormon another testament of jesus christ and the new
testament describe visits of the newly resurrected christ to human beings each group he
visited testified of the risen god see 3 nephi matthew 28

137

was not responsible

for behold and also his blood atoneth for the sins of those who have
fallen by the transgression of adam who have died not knowing the
271
will of god concerning them or who have ignorantly sinned 17
children and others incapable of sin remain whole and free from their own

adams transgression because the curse

and

christ
in

n272
272

the

of adam is taken from them in

gift is free and extends to all who transgress in ignorance

other words no one

is

responsible for what they do not presently know or

for actions committed by others

aj
sinn
add
adf
we believe that through the atonement of christ aff
all mankind may be
gospel 273
saved by obedience to the laws and ordinances of the gospel273

the

fall of

adam affected the human race both physically and spiritually

resulting in what is called the natural man

274

the natural

man fights against

god and when this is the case men and women sin separating themselves
from the spirit of god

christs atonement provides the means
blemish of sin

however

in

this case the transgressor shares in the

punishment through repentance
271

moslah
mosiah
311
mosiahsill
Sill
siil

272

moroni

273

article of faith 2

274

Mo
siahS319
mosiahs
moslah
mosiah

by which sinners can shed the

275

88

the repentance process is described
2the
athe

later

138

life

the first four

in

time

principles and ordinances of the gospel

we believe that the first principles and ordinances of the gospel are
first faith in the lord jesus christ second repentance third
baptism by immersion for the remission of sins fourth laying on of
2766
ghost
holy
the
gift
of the
hands for

according to
like

LDS

doctrine the sons and daughters of god become more

christ as they gain knowledge of christ exercise righteous judgment

and travel down the strait and narrow path

the first

principles and

ordinances of the gospel open the gate and allow the humble to set foot on

the path

the

first two principles of the gospel are faith in the lord jesus christ

and repentance

faith constitutes a hope based on unseen spiritual evidence

from god in things that are true

217
117
277

and develop a relationship with him

one must center his or her faith

in

christ

exercising faith in christ and making

correct decisions based on spiritual assurances leads to knowledge of
god

278

As knowledge grows the laws of god become more

276

the articles

277

alma 3221

of faith 4

278aima
alma 32 2 peter and ether 312 explain the progression from faith to perfect
knowledge at first we stare at an opaque mirror or curtain god tells us in a spiritual way
that a concept is true even though we do not understand it As we exercise faith in the
principle being etc the opaqueness begins to clear once we see that light shines
through one has a perfect knowledge that it is a good principle or in other words a
principle that brings one to christ however one does not have a perfect knowledge of the
principle itself one must spend a long time exercising faith as knowledge or what one
sees through the curtain or in the mirror progresses to perfect knowledge at that time the
curtain is completely transparent and one may completely embrace the principle

139

understandable

the faithful

learn how to live more fully by the spirit and

become more accountable for their behavior

an outgrowth of faith repentance requires godly sorrow confession and
restitution and a renewed willingness to obey
remorse over ones actions
have offended

the sorrowful

gods

laws sorrow is true

must confess to whomever they

serious sin requires confession to a local church leader

beyond confessing sinners must repair whatever damage they have caused
finally they must confess to god that they are willing

through their actions

to obey him and his law true repentance along with participation in the

baptismsacrament
ordinances of baptism
sacrament confirmation and endowment removes the
stain derived from sin

279
271
211

baptism and the laying on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost
confirmation are the first two ordinances of the gospel which follow faith in

christ and repentance baptism

is

the gate to the strait and narrow path

those who are baptized express their willingness to come to christ and obey
his commandments

through the ordinances converts to the church

symbolically die and are resurrected as new creatures in christ
20 every sunday members
people are normally baptized only once 280

meet in sacrament meeting to renew baptismal vows indicating their
continued willingness to obey christs commandments and honor his name
279aima
alma

521

28othose
excommunicated from the church must be re baptized to return to full
those who are ex
communicated
membership in the church

140

shortly after baptism new members of the church are commanded to
receive the holy ghost through the ordinance of confirmation if members
are truly prepared and clean the power of the holy ghost will enter their
souls and reside there indefinitely

281

the holy ghost sanctifies and

purifies

repentant members and becomes a teacher consistently providing members
with new gifts of faith

the sacrament renews
will reside with

baptismal covenants and promises that the spirit

those who keep christs commandments

more spiritual gifts of faith

the

the

spirit provides

cycle continues as the humble follower of

christ continues to stay on the strait and narrow path

2112
282

temdle
the temple

after initial ordinances members of the church participate
ordinances

in

in

subsequent

the temple the temple represents points on earth as did

281

when members truly receive the spirit they become born again under the name of
jesus christ in the LDS scriptures the term joy refers to the state of those who receive
the spirit and experience god those who are converted receive joy and those who bring
others across the gulf of hell to the tree of life christ experience a joy made full
conversion comes when one begins to actively participate in christs atonement the
feelings can be renewed through successful participation of the sacrament alma 51426
261721
2617 21 etc
282

As people travel the strait and narrow path feasting and holding fast to christs
words and seeking christ two major impediments arise that lead to sin and transgression
ignorance and pride ignorance clouds the view of gods eternal purposes and sometimes
leads to short term outlooks
out looks this causes unwary members to ignore their faith and
wander off the path pride builds itself up and points fingers at the humble with pride
members seek temporal accolades and forget their relationship to god and will eventually
fall if they do not repent
the proud and the unfaithful ignorant listen more intently to natural man than to the
holy ghost and their own intelligence the more they become enticed by the plaudits and
tike
like him
riches of humanity the harder it becomes to refocus on christ and become ilke

141

mountains in the past where god communes most clearly with humans

As

sanctuaries separated from the influences of the world temples are places of
holy ordinances that manifest the power of godliness

283

these ordinances

ings the endowment marriages and sealings
anointings
dealings
sea lings
include washings and anoint

elder james

E

284
talmage284
taimage
talmage
stated

the temple endowment as administered

temples
comprises instruction related to the significance and sequence of past
dispensations and the importance of the present as the greatest and
grandest era in human history this course of instruction includes
recital of the most prominent events of the creative period the
condition of our first parents in the garden of eden their disobedience
and consequent expulsion from that blissful abode their condition in
the lone and dreary world when doomed to live by labor and sweat
the plan of redemption by which the great transgression may be
atoned the period of great apostasy the restoration of the gospel
with all its ancient powers and privileges the absolute and
indispensable condition of personal purity and devotion to the right in
present life and a strict compliance with gospel requirements 2286
in modern

those who participate reap great blessings from the temple all temple
work points to christ and covenants are made with him while participating
in

the temple ceremony and fulfilling temple covenants the children of god

come to understand lifes journey
di
distills
stillEs upon

the doctrine

of the priesthood

their souls as the dews from heaven

2288

it is only within

the context of the sacred temple ceremonies that members can fully
d&c 8420
dac

283

eider james E

talmage was an apostle for the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints the role of apostle will be explained later
284

284eider
EIder
elder

285
285james

james

talmage the house of the lord salt lake city bookcraft 1962 99100
99 100
see also boyd K packer the holy temple salt lake city bookcraft 1980 153
154
153154
E

d&c 12145
dac

142

experience christ

latterday
latter day saints believe that the blessings of the temple also extend to
those who are dead temple ordinances are binding both
heaven as well as for time and for all eternity
vicarious ordinances for those in the spirit world
full opportunity to

in

earth and

members can perform

spirits who have not had

accept the gospel can accept or reject the ordinances

righteous spirits teach the principles of the gospel to the spirits
darkness

in

in

2137
2117
287

the community
we believe in the literal gathering of israel and in the restoration of the
ten tribes that zion the new jerusalem will be built upon the
american continent that christ will reign personally upon the earth
and that the earth will be renewed and receive its paradisiacal
glory

288

salvation and development do not occur
various levels of interaction with people
human interactions

in

in isolation

they require

marriage is the most basic of the

the temple couples marry for time and

all

eternity

daily experiences allow the couples the opportunity to grow as one as they

prepare to participate in eternal families

being parents is an essential part of

becoming like heavenly father

christ also commanded the church and society to become one
287

dacd&c 13820
28the
the articles of faith 10

2ephesians
411 16
ephesiarill
41116
ie

143

289
281
211

in

order to obey christs command members must learn to live a celestial law

the law of consecration members dedicate their time talents and
possessions to the building up of the kingdom of god when accepting the
law of consecration

any excess of goods people reap from their work

beyond what they need and reasonably want

the

book of mormon

290

they freely give to others

another testament of jesus christ and the pearl

of great price both mention societies where there were no poor and where
people lived with one heart and one mind

in

the early modern church

zion like society because they were
members tried and failed to live in a zionlike
unprepared to live a celestial law

291
29

according to LDS doctrine christ will

soon come and institute a zionlike
zion like society that will last for one thousand
years

the

period is called the millennium

those who refuse to

live

the law

of consecration will be unable to dwell with christ during the millennium

life

the doctrine

in

eternity

and covenants describes the state that awaits the

righteous292
righteous 292 the celestial kingdom

celestial beings will be resurrected at

290

2bod&c827
d&c 8217
dac

2111d&c
dacd&c

103355
1033

292the
the doctrine and covenants describes four future states for the children of god
besides the celestial kingdom there is the terrestrial and telestial kingdoms and outer

darkness
sin against the spirit or deny the holy ghost with full
understanding that they have done so the doctrine and covenants states that only those
who have married in the temple are able to commit this sin As they have rejected god the
father jesus christ and the holy ghost they are sent to outer darkness at the end of time
no light exists in outer darkness for no member of the godhead dwells there

the sons of perdition

144

christs second coming or during the
christ while on earth or
of

gods

in

millennium

2193
283

these people accepted

the spirit world and are willing to obey valiantly

all

during the millennium they will commune with christ on a

laws

transformed paradisiacal earth preparing to live with god the father

at

the end of time the earth will be transformed into celestialized earth or sea
of glass

the

celestialized beings will live with god the father

jesus christ

and the holy ghost on earth

the celestial
is

kingdom itself is divided into three kingdoms

the

highest

reserved for righteous couples who were married for time and all

eternity
means

294

they

will have

shall flow unto

endless dominion that without compulsory
25 only people who
them forever and ever 2115

reach this state obtain full development or life with god as a god

telestial beings are murders thieves etc that are resurrected at the end of the
millennium after spending 1000 years in hell spirit world they inherit a kingdom of glory
where the holy ghost can dwell
terrestrial beings are good people who were not valiant in their testimony of christ
those who knew they rejected the savior in this life and later accepted him in the spirit
world will have terrestrial bodies they will be resurrected during the millennium and
eventually live on a terrestrialized world where both christ and the holy ghost can dwell
the scriptures are silent on the location of both the telestial and terrestrial worlds
many who lived before christ were resurrected after christs resurrection
other has been known to have been resurrected since that time

dacd&c 1311
131133

2114

d&c 12146
dac

145

A

least one

THE STRUCTURE OF THE CHURCH

Apost
apostasies
dispensation aligstasie1j
asies and scriptures

we believe the bible to be the word of god as far as ftit is translated
correctly we also believe the book of mormon to be the word of
god 296

we believe aatl
ati that god has revealed aail
all
all
ali that he does now reveal and
we believe that he will yet reveal many great and important things
pertaining to the kingdom of god 297

the

LDS historical timeline

apostasies
consists of dispensations and apostasies

dispensations are periods where christ dispenses his gospel through
prophets to the people
will

As the mouthpiece of

god a prophet reveals gods

to the people and records sacred experiences

apostasies are periods of time when the fullness of gods church
found on the earth

is not

when men and women distort doctrines reject the

prophets and begin to rely on themselves rather than god apostasies
follow

during these times god ceases to call prophets or instructs his

prophets to cease speaking

the

LDS church has four books of canon which

various dispensations

the

modern church under the direction of the

prophets has accepted them as canon
of mormon

LDS scripture

consists of the book

another testament of jesus christ the doctrine and

296the
the articles of faith 8
297

were written during

the articles

of faith 9

146

covenants the pearl of great price and the bible

the

298

priesthood

we believe that a man must be called of god by prophecy and by the
laying on of hands by those who are in authority to preach the gospel and

administer

in

the ordinances thereoff

299

we believe in the same organization that existed in the primitive church
namely apostles prophets pastors teachers evangelists and so forth 300
LDS
the LIDS
llis church has anchored
liis

modern day prophets hold
a previous dispensation

of the kingdom

gods

its relationship to god on the belief that

authority to direct the kingdom of god

christ held the melchizedek priesthood and the keys

he conferred the melchizedek priesthood and

on peter who then presided over the church after

the twelve apostles

298

in

all

the keys

christs departure

also received the melchizedek priesthood along with

another testament of jesus christ contains writings from
american dispensations most of these ancient writers understood that they wrote to affect
modem societies latter day saints believe that the book of mormon another testament
modern
of christ contains the fullness of the gospel or everything that will bring one to christ
the doctrine and covenants contains revelations received through joseph smith and
ensuing prophets the 138 sections and two pronouncements often go into further depth
than the book of mormon another testament of christ in addition the doctrine and
covenants describes the future life
the pearl of great price is a survey of the major prophets of many dispensations
these prophets include adam enoch noah abraham moses and joseph smith each
received the fullness of the gospel and began their respective dispensations in addition to
these writings there are the 13 articles of faith which have appeared throughout this paper
and a new translation of matthew 24
the bible is true as far it is translated correctly the church stresses that writings have
been lost and some altered the general ideas are usually correct but some words and ideas

the book

of mormon

may have been corrupted
299rhe
he articles of faith 5
30othe
the articles of faith 6
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the calling to be special witnesses of christs divinity and atonement

further the twelve held keys to open nations for the proclamation of the
gospel of jesus christ

the

301
n301

LIDS church claims
LDS

of the apostles

that an apostasy followed the death and removal

the priesthood and

keys were lost

to open

a new

dispensation specific angelic and godly ministers needed to return to the

earth and restore knowledge and keys the church structure developed from
1820 until 1844 the year of joseph smiths death

by that time all

necessary ordinances authorities keys and knowledge had been restored

that could lead the sons and daughters of god back to christ
prior to his death joseph smith conferred the keys of the kingdom upon

the twelve

while a prophet lives these keys remain under his jurisdiction

upon his death the twelve meet and choose a new prophet under the
guidance of god

the present dispensation
the

LIDS church believes
LDS

the keys of the kingdom have been passed

down to the present prophet howard W hunter

revelation received

through the prophets today is considered as important as that received

past particular revelations become canon
it should be and if it is

sustained at

if
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the

the prophet feels inspired that

all levels of

d&c 10735
dac

in

the church

the

more usual route for new guidance comes through the statements

of the first presidency which consists of the prophet and his two

counselors

the statements are not canon but they are

binding

lastly there are biannual general conferences and other occasions
302
authorities302
speak these are less official than
where the general authorities

statements of the first presidency but are considered words that should be
followed

general authorities include members of the first presidency the quorum of the
twelve the quorums of seventy and the presiding bishopric the quorum of the twelve
has the responsibility to be witnesses of christ and open new lands for missionary work
As a quorum they are equal in authority to the first presidency in effect this means that
when the first presidency dissolves on death of the prophet the quorum of the twelve
hoid by the first presidency
hold
heid
retains all authority that was held
the quorums of the seventy also have the responsibility to be special witnesses of
christ in addition they administer large church section called areas there are now first
and second quorums of the seventy
the presiding bishopric is specifically responsible for the temporal welfare of the
church including overseeing construction of buildings and the welfare of the members the
presiding bishopric works both with local church units and outside the normal ecclesiastical
structure see dac
d&c 1073335
10733 35
302
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THE LDS INFLUENCE ON

development

IN

THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

introduction

the previous two sections have explored

LDS doctrine and

they relate to the full development of the children of god

structure as

complete

development finds its fulfillment in a spiritual realm which ultimately includes
a perfect physical body

this section illustrates the

LDS

churchs attempt to

promote both spiritual and social development in the dominican republic

the

LDS view of development most closely aligns itself with

the

conceptual humanist and particular humanist perspectives explained
previous chapter

in

the

individual member growth is difficult to generalize

perhaps the closest one can come to an accurate generalization without
writing a case by case analysis is to examine the growth of the church based
on statistics the experiences of missionaries and members and the goals of

the church within the
development

LDS world
view
worldview

statistics cannot fully monitor

however statistics combined with a story method form the

foremost way for latterday
latter day saints to view development

latterday
latter day saints believe that the church
prophecy found in daniel

is

the literal fulfillment of the

244

the days of these kings shall the god of heaven set up a
kingdom which shall never be destroyed and the kingdom shall not
be left to other people but it shall break in pieces and consume all
these kingdoms and it shall stand forever

and

in

As the church enters each new land a piece breaks off from the mature
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church and becomes a seed

depending on the receptiveness of the people

the church

the seed will grow at a certain rate

will grow

as fast as the

receptiveness of the people
since the LDS church entered the dominican republic

1978 nearly

in

50000 dominicans throughout large and medium sized cities have become
members of the church representing some of the fastest growth in church
history

however baptisms do not necessarily translate into development

passage to the celestial kingdom requires baptism
not guarantee entrance

A

however baptism does

personss acceptance of the baptismal ordinance

demonstrates a willingness to follow christ unless the individual continues
on the strait and narrow path the baptismal covenants will collapse into a

set of unfulfilled promises

the church records growth through statistics

A

new chapel an

additional priesthood bearer or other incremental statistical growth does not

guarantee that development has occurred

however as the church shows

general statistical growth church leaders feel confident that some people are
becoming firmly planted in the gospel

this section examines four main stages of church growth

in

the

dprelude to the
dominican republic under the following sub titles 1prelude
missionaries 2missionaries and the early church 3 dominicans and
mature church and 4

republic lingered

in

the temple

stage

1

and zion

before 1978

the dominican

however subsequent years have shown
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the

progress into stages two through four
prelude to the missionaries
early dominicans
world view the development of the dominican people
within the LDS worldview

began long before 1978

in

preearth
earth life As valiant sons and daughters
the pre

of god they were among the two

thirds who decided to come to earth and

all dominicans have either died or will die some day

receive a body

by

the power of christs resurrection however they will be resurrected at some
future time and they will be immortal thereafter

however there

is no

guarantee of eternal life or life with god as a god

for those who died before the arrival of the church the gospel became
available in the spirit world
will perform all

through temple work members of the church

necessary ordinances for them vicariously

although their

development may have been slowed gospel progress is afforded them in the
spirit world

the
the

LDS

church from 1973 to 1978

LDS church began a new era in 1973 after

became prophet

spencer W kimball

prior to his presidency the church primarily existed in

english speaking areas of the world and mexico

however president kimball

stressed missionary work and temple construction and the church started
growing rapidly in other parts of the world especially in latin america
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A long

standing church policy hindered missionary work in many of the

the church forbade anyone

newly opening areas

with black ancestry to

receive the priesthood or participate in temple ordinances

in

the dominican

republic two thirds of the population are mulatto or black and genealogical
records are scarce
even the non

the

difficulty in verifying ancestry would have affected

mulatto people

during that time blacks could take solace in one scripture in particular
th them
and he inviteth
invite

to come unto him and partake of his
cenieth none that come unto him black and white
goodness and he denieth
bond and free male and female and he remembereth
eth the heathen
remember
and all are alike unto god both jew and gentile 303
all

though barred from important opportunities

in

this life blacks would

eventually be able to obtain full salvation in the celestial kingdom

on september 30 1978 during general conference
first counselor

in

N

eldon tanner the

the first presidency of the church said

june of this year the first presidency announced that a
revelation had been received by president spencer W kimball
in early

extending priesthood and temple blessings to all worthy male
he presented it to his counselors who
members of the church
accepted and approved it it was then presented to the quorum of
the twelve apostles who unanimously approved it and was
subsequently presented to all other general authorities who likewise
approved it unanimously

the general membership

later sustained the revelation during the conference

the new policy opened temple
members of the church

and priesthood blessings to all worthy

the change directly affected

12 nephi 2633
303
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millions of dominican

mulattos and blacks and eliminated a logistical nightmare for the incoming
missionaries

VIA
uia

on dec 7 1978 elder

M

russell ballard a member of the first quorum

of the seventy offered a dedicatory prayer under the instructions of ezra

taft benson president

of the quorum of the twelve

during the prayer he

stated

we acknowledge that we have but a handful of members now but
pray thee to bless and prosper heavenly father this land that from
this humble beginning many thousands of thy children might find the
truth and that stakes of zion might be driven down here in this land
305

the general authorities hoped that the church organization

would grow

rapidly and provide a base for the dominican people to come closer to

christ
dominicans and americans

the first

love hate
lovemate
missionaries met a people that had developed a lovehate

relationship with the united states there were three points that directly

affected the relationship between the first missionaries and dominicans
repeated US intrusions baseball and new york city
As detailed in chapter 3 the united stated has intervened repeatedly in

during 1916

dominican affairs
304

see also bruce

1924 some marines killed and tortured

van orden caribbean region
on how distinct classes interact within the church
305m
M

A

russell ballard dedicatory prayer

in

page 271 for additional comments

santo domingo dominican republic dec 7

1978
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some dominicans

and

assassination

the CIA reportedly supplied guns for trujillos

in 1961
in

1965 troops intervened in the civil war knowledge

of these events was passed down through history and helped shape

many became

dominican judgment about their neighbors from the north

extremely suspicious of united states citizens including young men of
military age

during their stay most male missionaries were accused of

being members of the CIA

however dominicans see their countrymen

such as alfredo griffin and

josd rijo playing professional baseball on television and earning thousands
jose
or millions of dollars baseball represents a possible conduit from poverty to

wealth and thus an escape from poverty to a life of leisure
poor have televisions and often can see baseball games
is a field of

many of the

the united states

dreams for many dominicans

however one
onefourteenth
fourteenth of

all

dominicans live in new york city

3011
308

in

1989 30 percent of dominicans were unemployed and around 40 percent
were underemployed
compatriots

307

new york city offers better work and 500000

however most dominicans

high crime and drug rates

to

in

new york live

in poor

areas with

many dominicans the united states is new

york those who return home relate stories revolving around dangerous

streets and unfriendly lifestyles

308

kryzanek and wiarda 112

307

hillman and

dagostino 155
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As the missionaries entered the dominican republic an interesting

relationship developed between them and the people

to the

dominicans

the missionaries represented the united states a horrible yet wonderful
place

the missionaries represented

a people who were a wonderful people

with whom to talk but belonged to a corrupt country and were possibly

members of the CIA
nd the early church
missionaries aand

the general authorities send missionaries to plant the seed
and watch over it during its formative years

of the church

missionaries are usually

twenty seven and come from a variety of
between the ages of nineteen and twentyseven
backgrounds they indicate their willingness to serve a mission and the
church calls them to serve the people within a particular mission headed by a
mission president

clusters of missions

fall under

the jurisdiction of an area

presidency usually consisting of three members of the quorums of the

seventy
missionaries represented the first tangible link between the LDS church
and newly opened lands

despite arriving on the island with the stigma of

being an american church representatives also arrive as religious ministers
and religious beliefs permeate the culture

the
friars

early missionary activities parallel those of the original franciscan

As the vanguard the force traversed the frontier believing that what

they offered was greater than anything the natives already had
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however

there existed a greater similarity between LDS and catholic denominations

in

the twentieth century than there were between catholic and taino religious
beliefs in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

knowledgeable missionaries

recognized that many dominicans had beliefs that corresponded to the first

two principles of the gospel

christ and

in his

coming down through the centuries faith

power were at the roots of the culture

in

many dominicans

already had faith in jesus christ and had repented of their sins

in addition

many were far more spiritual than many young missionaries that brought the
word

however they lacked ordinances authority and knowledge crucial

elements in the development process

the

goal of the church was to institute rapid growth so that a

membership base would form

despite suspicion most dominicans readily

invited missionaries into their homes

would spend time with them

they felt

it an honor

that americans

however many who listened and believed the

missionaries message often would not get baptized

the very openness

of

the culture that at times facilitated entrance into homes deterred baptisms
A

change from catholicism to mormonism represents not only a change of

religions but a change in tradition

joining a foreign american church

could possibly have meant severing ties with

ones

family friends and

culture
As american missionaries lived among the people they developed

strong relationships

however as educated men and women from a rich
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country it was tempting to treat the dominican poor as children
could not read

many

others believed and practiced irrational traditions

308

additionally the missionaries came with what they believed was the

greatest message on earth the purest form of christianity thus dominican
traditions highly intertwined with catholicism were often viewed as an
impediment to growth

the church

did not encourage this attitude but it

was present especially among many of the new missionaries

As

missionaries became acculturated they began to understand the people and

treat them with more dignity and respect

an

initial

condescending attitude turned many dominicans away from

the church and the blessings of the gospel however despite their
weaknesses missionaries helped the church grew rapidly the church
concentrated its efforts first

in

the cities where people live close together

high population density facilitates communication among members
As baptisms are performed and recorded branches form

branches constitute a district

started

in

in

several

the dominican republic the first branches

santo domingo

As there became more and more branches and districts the church

organized an entire mission within the country
organized in 1981 with john davis as president

the first

mission was

after the creation of the

mission president davis was able to concentrate on the dominican republic
defor
oefor
for example a plate that crossed the threshold into the bathroom needs to be thrown
fon
away
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rather than being responsible for the entire caribbean as previous mission
presidents had to be
non members within the mission originally fell within
all members and nonmembers

the mission presidents jurisdiction

president davis not only directed the

mission but acted as the ecclesiastical leader over every member

As the

membership grew the responsibility increased and both missionaries and the
members had less contact with the president
As the work progressed the mission split in 1987 which effectively

doubled the number of missionaries working in the dominican republic and
halved the workload of the mission president

the missions boundaries

included a horizontal dividing line across the middle of the country just

above villa altagracia

was split

A

second split came

in half along maximo

in 1991

when the south mission

gomez a major street near the middle of

santo domingo
each split divided a mission area and supplied more missionaries per
square kilometer

in

1986 when I was
1

in

santiago two missionaries

covered an area that is now covered by 20 missionaries since people see

the missionaries far more frequently they are afforded many more
opportunities to hear the gospel
during the early years church life was difficult for many of the newly
baptized

new members or young missionaries led the branches and had to

deal with serious problems despite a lack of training
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often feelings were

hurt and members left the church

further those who could not read often could not rely on the scriptures
for support

they testified to having felt the spirit convert them however

when the missionaries left there were few members left to fellowship them
and understanding of the scriptures was beyond their reach

strength and

development come through people filling voluntary positions and interacting
with each other

before the mature church forms

many must rely only on

themselves and the spirit but this can be very difficult
additionally members sometimes received callings that seemed beyond
their ability they had no idea what to do

the church

calling

some struggled through the

believed this to be a valuable process of growth

others

gave up and became discontent
in

1987 one branch had over 200 recorded baptisms while only 20

people came to church

within LDS theology this means that 200 people

stepped through the gate but then 180 lost interest

in

the path

many

dropped out without having understood the significance of baptism

others

may have understood what they were doing but then turned away from that

knowledge

only christ can judge however church members remained

responsible to reverse the trend and bring back members of the church
As a missionary

branches

I1

was a financial secretary and audited various

many branch secretaries had not received thorough personal

instruction they had to rely on that which had been written

160

the

translation from english to spanish did not describe the procedures in ways

that could be understood

As

I1

audited

had recorded the finances correctly

I1

found that very few secretaries

however those who had struggled to

perform their task had become stronger through the experience

despite these difficulties church growth was remarkable from the

LDS

perspective the path toward human development had been opened to

thousands

however a large percentage quickly dropped out of church

in

most cases minimizing the effect that membership could have had in their
lives
in

conclusion missionaries sometimes disregarded church council and

minimized the importance of cultural beliefs

gospel rather than teach it

in

effect they tried to force the

other missionaries especially the growing

number of dominican missionaries learned the damaging aspects of forcing

the gospel on people

the organized church
the second stage

of church growth began when local members were

prepared to take over leadership of the church
large branches became wards

districts became stakes and

As stated in M russell ballards prayer the

general authorities sought to establish stakes because each stake enlarges

the kingdom of god and firmly establishes the church

in

the country

A

stake president takes over responsibility for the local members allowing the
mission president additional time to spend on missionary work
161

bishops

become leaders of the wards

local priesthood leaders guide the church there are two types of
priesthood that members may bear melchizedek and aaronic

aaronic

priesthood bearers have authority to perform temporal functions such as
preparing blessing and passing the sacrament

normally boys between the

ages of twelve and eighteen are holders of the aaronic priesthood

the melchizedek priesthood subsumes the aaronic and

includes

authority over spiritual functions

men over the age of eighteen normally

hold the melchizedek priesthood

certain melchizedek priesthood bearers

also hold keys which indicate jurisdiction over a certain kingdom or quorum

there are several reasons why creation of a stake signifies development
for one there must be a certain number of priesthood holders before the
general authorities will organize a stake

furthermore the local church

solves most of its own problems under the general guidance of church
doctrine

smith
in

1I

this facilitates the implementation of

a

statement by joseph

teach them correct principles and they govern themselves

1986 the general authorities created the first dominican stake

3099
30

in

santo domingo relieving president coombs of responsibility for hundreds of
members

local members

filled almost all ward and

stake positions by

1994 the church had organized six more stakes allowing the missions to
concentrate more and more on missionary work
30ospencer
spencer W kimball the teachings of spencer W kimball tweith president of the
church of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints salt lake city bookcraft 1982 191
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As members fill unpaid callings they find increased opportunities to

travel further on the path toward being like god

those who are called are

expected to accept and magnify their callings despite talent levels

in

the

dominican republic this system has resulted in interesting situations where

the poor lead the rich and teach them about the gospel of christ though
some whites still refuse to associate with mulattos the church structure
gently forces many to associate with those with whom they would never

associate

in social or

business settings

As wards and stakes are established the church can more effectively
help the poor in their temporal needs

the

bishop heads the ward and is

responsible for the physical welfare of families

if a family

cannot meet its

needs the ward exists as a second tier of help

once a month ward members fast and contribute offerings to the
church

the

bishop funnels these funds to the needy

the stakes

receive

any excess funds and can then redistribute them to the poorer wards or

branches any excess funds move up the hierarchy of the church

due to

the extreme poverty of the dominican people many do not have much to
contribute

however as a greater diversity of people become strong

members of the church a broader base of support will be established which
will help

the poor

members also pay a ten percent tithe which is sent to salt lake for the
general use of the church

this

is a

great sacrifice that can reduce
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disposable income

however members

in

the church feel strongly that tithe

payers will be blessed with temporal and spiritual blessings such as chapels
and increased knowledge

construction of highly visible chapels has paralleled the growth
membership

the chapels are often the most

in

modern buildings in the medium

sized towns and in the poor areas of santo domingo

chapels and the

american image have attracted people who want to associate with
americans rather than discuss religion these people quickly discover that
the chapels house religious activities and they either become interested or
stay away
general strikes pose another threat to the church

bombs in

missionaries homes and church chapels represent an attack on yankee
imperialism

during one strike the mobs burned down several government

buildings to their cement frame

mormones
mones
hormones
the Mor

I1

heard that the mobs were also looking for

fortunately they did not know where we lived

despite

these rare attacks the missionaries feel safe

after mission splits and organization of stakes the missions could begin
to focus on retaining members

in 1991 president

jamison of the

dominican republic santo domingo east mission decided to emphasize reactivation

before him the church under president sorenson had achieved

phenomenal growth establishing a strong member base

however 80

of

new baptisms became less active in the church jamisons program slightly
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re
deemphasized growth and concentrated on retention and reactivation
de
emphasized
activation

once his program became functional 65

of new baptisms stayed in the

missionarymember
reactivating an average of 200
church and missionary
member teams were re
activating
people a month

310

1994 the church plans to establish three more stakes

in

in

san

crist6bal
cristabal santiago and la romana though growth has tapered off a little
the dominican church still is growing rapidly compared to other parts of the
world and is retaining higher percentages of converts than it did previously

this trend

will probably continue for some time

temples zion and the poor
we believe in being honest true chaste benevolent virtuous and
arl
ail men indeed we may say that we follow the
doing good to arr
admonition of paul we believe all things we hope all things we
have endured many things and hope to be able to endure all things
there is anything virtuous lovely or of good report or praiseworthy
we seek after these things 311

the fourth stage
temple

in

in

of church growth began with the announcement of a

1993 the general authorities announced that they would

authorize construction of a temple in santo domingo
structural growth above and beyond that of stakes

A temple

represents

many larger countries

have had the church for over 100 years and do not yet have a temple

construction crews will not complete the temple until 1998 until that

31

31

oronald
aronald
ronald jamison interview by author discussion provo utah may 1994

the articles

of faith 13
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ff
if

time members must continue traveling outside the country to guatemala or

atlanta georgia to reach the closest temples

for the first sixteen years of

the church the blessings of the temple have been restricted primarily to the
wealthy and fortunate

the

poor could rarely afford the trip

this restriction

has resulted in a distinction between rich and poor classes a distinction that
should not exist in a zion

like society

with the completion of the temple

in

santo domingo the keys to the

knowledge of god can extend to almost every worthy person in the
dominican republic during this earth life though the poor may have to
sacrifice a trip to santo domingo and back home is a possibility for most

with stakes and a temple the church can fully concentrate on preparing
itself to meet christ within the LDS framework members will learn of

christ and become more

like

christ whereas lack of knowledge

is

now the

major problem pride will become an increasing temptation to a growing

successful church the rich and the poor must be willing to learn from each
other otherwise the members of the wards and stakes will eventually isolate

themselves and not become one with christ

conclusion
compared to other areas of the world the church has achieved
remarkable progress in the dominican republic despite various problems

the church has grown through stages

of non
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branches districts
existence branchesdistricts

temple Zion stage in less than twenty years
stakes and into the templezion
wards
wardsstakes

although statistical growth does not guarantee development of individuals
the church

is

confident that individual development on the strait and narrow

path underlies the structural growth of the church
illiteracy poverty and other problems endemic to the dominican

republic can hinder spiritual growth the ability to read and ponder the
scriptures as well as the opportunity to fulfill church callings constitute an
important part of the church experience

small literacy and health programs

have helped small numbers of dominicans to read and to live healthy lives

further the church welfare system under the presiding bishopric has just
instituted a program that includes teaching people to sew however the
world view enduring
poverty problem is enormous and within the LDS worldview

solutions will materialize only as local members live the gospel and share
their time and talents with those around them

the

growth of the church has been so rapid that church leaders have

been unable to fully meet the temporal needs of the members

however

church leaders believe that as the member base builds the church members
with means and abilities will be more able to meet both the spiritual and

temporal needs of other members
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CHAPTER FIVE
DOCTRINE AND development POLICY THREE
AND
THE FUTURE OF development IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

traditions

introduction
As mentioned in chapter

1

adam smith defined sympathy to be our

fellow feeling with any passion whatever

312

As people share experiences

sympathy grows especially when encountering others pain sorrow and

through imagination we can put ourselves

misery

and feel their pain to an extent

against injustice

in

the shoes of the poor

with such feelings comes a desire to fight

however when distant from the poor we have less

internal incentive to sacrifice time and resources to seek their development

development

is a multi

people of various world
worldviews
views

faceted term invoking different visions
in general development is

in

advancement

world views
toward a goal defined by individual and societal worldviews

it is at the

views where the most effective progress will
intersection of differing world
worldviews
occur
in

the past aid to poor countries was a combination of willingness to

help and technical expertise mixed with problems of distance and

312

adam smith theory and moral sentiments new york oxford university press
1j13
ill
lila
1976 1113
lil
lil33 note that smiths use of sympathy is different than normal usage
111
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unfamiliarity of culture

before recent technological advances

communication between distant cultures was sparse

sympathy was not

strengthened through direct experience but flickered on occasion through
vague reports of poverty therefore it was natural that individual american

catholic and LDS groups often sought the development of others by
superimposing their programs structures and knowledge through broad
impersonal programs

due to their impersonal nature secular projects have generally centered
many

around things rather than people resulting in improved structures

times the rich and elite poor have captured the benefits of aid driving the
very poor into even deeper poverty

development officials generally were

not evilly disposed nor ignorant but they had not experienced dominican
poverty in depth and did not understand the dominican people therefore

they did not have the knowledge necessary to consistently implement
programs that were effective
As a missionary

I
1

in

the long run

entered the dominican republic as had other

americans and missionaries before me with the general idea that I wanted
1

to facilitate a particular type of development among the dominican people

after living among the people for a time however

in my

estimation

wanted to help my

my subtle gradual change in

friends experience more from their life

attitude represents

I1

a key to more successful secular

development projects in the dominican republic
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all who desire to most

efficiently help those in different cultures must first learn the culture

the power

of close personal contact with people was also evident in

the words and actions of the early franciscan friars after seeing the plight
of the mainos
tainos the friars grew close to the people and felt that it was wrong

to subjugate the indians to such misery

As a result de las

casas

mainos
volunteered the suggestion that blacks be brought to replace the tainos

it

would appear that to prevent the pain of those he knew personally de las

casas would subjugate other people he did not know to the same cruelty
modern technology has brought about a world where better
communication between peoples is increasingly possible through
television air travel or computer networks we may now rapidly

communicate and visit with persons of other nationalities

in

fact one

is

hard pressed to avoid seeing the plight of the foreign poor on television

now that greater resources are available for travel and communication
persons of different world
views must take advantage of technology to know
woridviews
worldviews
people better both generally and individually

there are three major steps that members of the traditions we have
studied must apply before consistent successful development can happen
world view and the assumptions upon
first we must understand our own worldview
which we base our actions

too

many people do not sufficiently understand

their own religious or secular convictions and therefore their well meaning
world view whether catholic
woridview
actions are often inconsistent with their own worldview
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LDS one must study the scriptures and follow the leaders attempting to
or LIDS

grasp what god has said rather than promoting what one wants to believe

one must honestly and constantly reevaluate whether his or her ideas are
correct under the general guidelines given by the church

secular scientists must do the same comparing their visions of
humanity and the universe with reality honestly evaluating whether their
vision of the world actually coincides with the real world

naturally this is a

lifetime process but pride and greed often prevent adequate reflection

secondly we must understand the worldview
world view of the foreign poor even
if

our the beliefs are completely correct and the ideas of the poor are

completely wrong we must understand their beliefs in order to transfer
knowledge most effectively moreover the poor always have something
valuable to offer the rich the knowledgeable and the religious

for one the

poor usually have found the best way to live given their limited

circumstances transferal of knowledge should not compromise the
world view but such transfers should take into
standards of the donors worldview

account as best as possible the experiences and knowledge of those who
are recipients of aid

thirdly programs must combine large scale projects with individual
attention historically development projects have tended to focus on one
area of life narrowly treating that area at the expense of others

large

projects tend to ignore the individual and normally have helped those who
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already have money and power

small projects are limited in scope and

cannot effectively open much of the modern world to those

in

need

projects must work at both levels and meet somewhere at the middle

this

thesis now concludes with suggestions concerning what each tradition can
do to improve dominican lives in the near future
SECULAR WORLD

the secular

the

world first needs to drop the factvalue
fact value disparity myth

concept of the objective impartial observer has permeated secular
philosophy and thus the field of development

however development

implies progress or becoming better in some way

valiantly to describe progress in factual terms
will always fail

proven true

31
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social science has tried
but they have failed and

by nature of the scientific method nothing can ever be

thus any assertion that a certain state

is more functional

than

another can never be proven

for example

if

one burns her hand so that it no longer can grasp any

items many people would indicate that the burn has hindered the

development process

classical social scientists would say that this

is

not a

value judgment but a factual judgment concerning the usefulness of the arm

within the catholic and LDS world
worldviews
views and in the particular humanists
313

michael root provided
michaei

an example concerning the theories of limits psychologists
and sociobiologists
socio biologists who theorize that differences between individuals or groups in skill
un
uneliminable
attitude or sentiment are inevitable or ineliminable
eliminable maintain that their theories are value
free david barash writes for example that sociobiology
Sociobiology has no inherent political or social
value free as any other science
is as valuefree
bias and
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perspective however it is possible that pain and tragedy can lead to
spiritual or individual growth

the LDS and catholic

in addition

denominations proclaim that all will be resurrected and thus the girl will
eventually be able to use her hand again

at this time

314

secular philosophies accept neither god nor an afterlife

to

secular minds LDS and catholic explanations of an afterlife are completely
irrelevant

however the scientific method can never discount the possibility

of realities presently beyond the watchful eye of current technology
in an example more closely related to

the dominican republic popular

secularism has often pointed to overpopulation as a fundamental cause of
many social problems
world view however
worldview

therefore large families are bad the

LDS

believes in eternal families and that christ will come

soon and that through the grace of christ the righteous will live without
poverty during the millennium

latterday
latter day saints also believe that they have

been commanded to multiply and replenish the earth and that spirits are
waiting for bodies

some aspects of secular family planning such as

abortion on demand and mormon philosophy simply do not coincide
in aiding religious people

secular scientists should attempt to find

programs that fit the religious worldview
world view of the people when this is done

the people will more likely implement the plan for a bold new plan contrary

314

orthodox catholics and LDS would not normally inflict bodily injury on someone life
is normally too complex for the human being to decide when temporal pain may be
beneficial possible exceptions include surgeries etc
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to religious beliefs and cultural heritage will rarely work another option
would be to change the worldview
world view of people

change and

if

many people are willing to

a new message is presented to them in their own terms and

speaks to their wants and needs they might change their perspective on life
world views do change
missionaries of many denominations can verify that worldviews

however

in religious

terms real change occurs

in individuals only

help each other under the guidance of the spirit

the secular

as people

world can

learn from the successes through their emphasis on the individual of the

catholic church and the LDS church

thus secular philosophies must
topological graph

in

the dominican republic

spiral around the center of the

each perspective has its place

in

time

however

if

we

want to develop people the process must begin and end with people rather
than with things or events
in a development effort a planner should

start as a particular humanist

and then step back to the position of a conceptual humanist

beshe can
heshe

then assign tasks to conceptual theorists to address general trends and to
analytical scientists to find answers to specific questions

success should begin

in

evaluation of

reverse order analytical scientists should record

any accumulation to science that has emerged from the further application of

the scientific method
science

is

conceptual theorists should make sure that new

not used inappropriately

conceptual humanists should assure

that large programs do not harm humanity finally the particular humanist
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should analyze individuals and see if they really benefitted
bene fitted from technology
and implementation of development programs

avoiding the first step of implementation and the last step of evaluation
ignores individuals who should always be the focus of human development
efforts

avoiding the middle steps ignores technology and scientific

advances which can help the human being to interact more effectively with
the elements of the world
in

the dominican republic focus on individuals would involve traveling

to the most rural areas spending time there and making friends

the cost

involved to remain in a location for a period of time could be expensive in the

short run but for the benefit of the people individual interaction
necessary

in

is

the long run policies that ignore dominicans will hurt

dominicans

part of the proselyting success of the LDS church comes from

the fact that missionaries spend so much time among the people in doing
so both the missionaries and the dominicans come to understand each

other the secular world should take notice and mimic the successful
transferable portions of

LDS missionary work

THE LDS CHURCH
in its first

years

in

the dominican republic the

LDS

church has posted

numbers which the church would consider to reflect success

however

members of the church must beware of the myth of statistics

statistics are

important to show general trends

however
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in

the long run they are

meaningless unless members have undergone spiritual progress

with a temple being constructed

in

the dominican republic

in

the near

future the members will have the opportunity to develop a deeper
understanding of the mysteries of god

however many members cannot

read yet and many others do not read well

literacy and the ability to think

critically constitute an essential part of becoming like christ for ignorance

to

should not be part of the gospel

be able to follow christ one must

begin to think more like christ

the recently deceased church president

and prophet president benson

preached two major themes during his tenure beware of pride and read the
book of mormon

another testament of jesus christ As the dominican

church prepares to enter a mature stage these two themes must become an
increasingly important part of the lives of church members

another testament of jesus christ

world
worldview
view the book of mormon

greatest book on earth and

within the

will bring people closer to

is

LDS

the

christ than any other

piece of literature this not only suggests closeness in a spiritual way but
also in temporal aspects of the world

however one must be able to read

as well as ponder and pray in order to experience fully the teachings of the
book of mormon

widespread illiteracy stands

in

the way thus the local church could

significantly promote development by concentrating on helping church

members to read

the church

should turn to secular methods that fit within
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world view and institute a nationwide literacy program that is
the LDS worldview

consistent throughout the dominican church
secular methodologies can help people unlock the ability to read

A

few

individual programs have been instituted in local areas but leaders should

stress a single program throughout the country rather than instituting and
maintaining separate programs in isolated pockets across the country

the

nationwide program should be supplemented by literate members spending
time helping other members who cannot read

the

literate would learn to

serve and the illiterate would learn to read

secondly readers must learn how to think critically again secular
concepts such as logic and reasoning could help open the scriptures to
many

an overemphasis on secular

however one must be careful

techniques could turn the churchs efforts away from the eternal goal but
prudent application of secularly developed techniques could yield significant
results and open the scriptures up to those who previously had struggled
with them
in summary members of the church believe

god and then

all

else will be added unto them

that they should first seek

the way to seek god

is

to

study the scriptures go to the temple regularly and live the covenants they
make

in order to live

the gospel one must understand the gospel the

church believes that understanding comes best through a thorough study of

the book of mormon which many members are unable to do due to
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illiteracy

therefore the church should concentrate more on teaching people

to read and think so that more gospel blessings may be opened up to them

the

responsibility for the growth of the members falls on the local

church with its priesthood and auxiliary programs

priesthood and auxiliary

leaders need to supplement large programs by organizing members of their
groups and quorums to volunteer their time and expertise to assist people
who are illiterate or have other problems

the combination of a well

publicized program and personal commitment will open the doors of the
gospel more fully to the uneducated

according to LDS doctrine as members begin to learn the gospel they
will be blessed spiritually and temporally

under such blessings wards will

be able to meet the needs of poor members through fast offerings and living

the law of consecration
As mentioned before the church has instituted small scale welfare

programs in poor nations within the past two years these include teaching
a limited number of people to

sew however the church does not appear to

be in the situation any time soon to implement large scale projects

instead

its emphasis remains on building the ecclesiastical church and facilitating

spiritual growth

millions of dollars have flowed into the country for

construction of buildings and the hope

is

that the members

will learn how to

take care of themselves through interaction at the local level under the
general guidance of general authorities and the specific guidance of the
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spirit and local leaders
CATHOLICS

around ninety percent of dominicans profess to be catholic As is usual
among secular historians most history books minimize the role of the church
in

the dominican republic however religious beliefs remain the most

influential values in most catholics lives

traditions and customs handed

down through the ages though tempered by secular thought and african
religions have their roots in catholicism

however

if

the people do not participate

traditions become irrelevant
in

the sacraments or

if

the

hierarchy remains distant most catholics with whom talked rarely went to
1I

church or understood catholic doctrine
dominican catholic hierarchy must seek to be with the people lay

the

world view members need a
ministers have helped but within the catholic worldview

shepherd

priest to guide them to christ

at this time

many priests and

bishops simply do not know their flocks primarily because the parishes are
too large and because there are not enough priests

vatican

11
II

hence even though

and CELAM emphasized temporal welfare they also made it clear

that spiritual growth through the sacraments remained a higher priority the
reemphasize the sacramental life amongst the membership
church must re
emphasize
secondly liberal theologians need to understand that the secular
concept of democracy does not fit within the catholic world
woridview
worldview
view the
church is and will remain an authoritarian structure
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some complain against

the pope indicating they can do so because his sayings do not fall under the
category of infallible doctrine

normally complaints against rome occur

when doctrine clashes with popular secular philosophy those who speak
world view within the
against the pope need to step back and analyze their worldview

catholic church the pope
revelation

is

gods

whether what he says

view of the church he is

official representative who clarifies
is infallible or

gods chosen vessel to

not is irrelevant in the
guide the church and

members should listen and obey the counsel
if

there are abuses of power or conflicts the church hierarchy and

members should resolve them privately and with respect for the men of god
if

view of some has changed to the point where they believe the
worldview
the world

pope acts only as a thinking man then perhaps they should join some other
organization because that attitude does not align itself with catholic
doctrine

the

growing gulf of opinion between conservative and liberal factions

has damaged the church

if

the people see their leaders or other catholics

publicly criticizing and showing disrespect toward the priesthood then they

too may question fundamental doctrines

the hierarchy must

mend the

schism and concentrate their efforts on knowing and leading the flock

that happens the church

until

will remain divided with many members converting

to other religious denominations such as the LDS seventhday
seventh day adventist
and other religious traditions
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the catholics have spent

millions of dollars on the welfare of the poor

last year catholic relief services the churchs overseas development arm
ig
1.9
allocated lg
19 million dollars to development efforts

programs are set up

near the haitian border supplying medicine and teaching agricultural

techniques within the sustainable development paradigm

in addition

the

main office works through local councils allowing local expertise to become

part of the equation

however catholic relief services

is

not the solution for development

the dominican republic the money spent
dominican

is

in

thirty five cents per
less than thirtyfive

more to the point however health and agricultural programs

facilitate temporal prosperity which is good but do not necessarily save the

under catholic doctrine spiritual growth should remain the central

soul

focus

only spiritual growth will lead to life with god

conclusion
policies and programs constructed within a particular worldview
world view and

then applied to persons who have a very different worldview
world view can be both
helpful and damaging

in order to help

others members of religious

world view and with the help of god
denominations should study their own worldview

decide whether they truly believe it or not once they understand and
believe the theology of the religion to which they belong they may study
philosophies not totally consistent with that theology to glean insights that
may aid in further development of the mind soul and body
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but the secular

philosophy as a whole must be rejected
in many

cases there

is no conflict

and humanitarian efforts

between catholic and LDS theologies

spiritual concerns encompass all reality and

temporal realities can facilitate spiritual progress

those who are educated

and well fed have greater access to spiritual knowledge than those who are

constantly looking for work or who are
however

in

in pain

the past fifty years the analytical scientist dominated

secular institutions have generally ignored the spiritual side of humanity

fundamental assumptions are changing however and humanitarian efforts
are now focusing on a complex and multi

faceted view of humanity

development has moved more toward the center of the topological graph
with paradigms such as basic needs small is beautiful and sustainable

development

to advance

humanity and individual human beings toward a more

dignified life planners must continue to increase their familiarity of foreign

cultures through personal contacts

upon becoming knowledgeable

planners may introduce programs that fall within the peoples worldview
world view or
world view
at least know how to attempt to change the foreign worldview

implementation of value

free policies that conflict with local beliefs

should be totally eliminated
in

the broad perspective planners must continue to spend less time

the analytical scientist quadrant and spend more time
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in

the particular

in

humanist quadrant such a migration would also be helpful for workers
under the planners but not as crucial

analytical scientists can fulfill the

various tasks that a planner has seen will work
in

conclusion too often people communicate at a level far above the

foundations of beliefs without an understanding of how others view reality

true development of humanity within

all

perspectives will emerge only as

leaders officials members and scientists come to understand the people
with whom they are dealing
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ABSTRACT

this thesis discusses

six worldviews
world views concerning development in the dominican
LOS traditions assert that full development is life with god
republic catholic and LDS
and life with god as a god respectively the LDS church has experienced rapid
growth in the dominican republic but must deal with less active and illiterate
members the catholic tradition permeates dominican culture but must deal both
with a scarcity of priests and a schism among the clergy

the secular chapter combines many secular views into four based

on lan
ian

mitroffs and ralph kilmanns extension of CG jung psychological types analytic
scientists have historically dominated secular development and believe that
development means amassing specific knowledge projects based on the
impersonal and the concrete have profited the wealthy while often failing to meet
the needs of the poor conceptual theorists seek to amass knowledge across
paradigms conceptual humanists desire the enrichment of humanity particular
humanists seek to free individuals for self fulfillment persons within all three
perspectives have at times ridiculed analytical scientists and have offered their
own views of how development should be done

to implement

programs people first need to understand their own worldview
world view and
world view only then will planners be able
then study andor experience a foreign worldview
to implement policies that fit within the foreign society
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